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• R7SEPVE Po'n FILE

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF CLEVELAND
/ )

Hon. C. S. Hamlin, Governor,

Federal Reserve Board,

Washington, D. C.

SIR:

figiCAEINtrzr:

APR 2 61916
GOVW-1140fit'S OFFICE

April 26th, 1916.

Receipt is acknowledged of your letter

of the 25th inlq enclosing copy of opinion of

the Attorney General on the subject of the change

of designation of any of the Federal Reserve Cities.

Very truly your

hairman of the Board.

MCP

AiJR 'te., 3 1916

ljth
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FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD !ILL

April 45, 1916.

Mr. 1.). U. Wills,
Chairman, Board of Directors,

Federal Reserve Bank of ClevelL,nd.

:

In reviewing the decision of the Reserve Bank
Organization Committee, which designated the twelve
federal reserve cities anl defined the geographical
lilaits of the districts to be served, the Federal 3e-
serve Board realized that there were legal questions
to be determined as to its powers under the statute,
and it was for this reason that 7iege1ation No. 1 pro-
vided that in all arguments on 4ppeal the question of
jurisdictioatUjit be argued as ma] as the merits of
each case.

Upon consideration of the several appeals, it
becme necessary for the Bw,I.d to tae advice from the
DepartQent of Justice as to the extent of itt powers
uncier tile statute. The opinion of the ;Atornqy
al, dated November 42, 1915, v.hich hold that the Fed-
eral fleserve Board has not the power to abolish tiny of
the e'zisting Federal reserve banks, intimated tit there
1-;.as doubt as to tae Board's power oven to change t'Ae
location of any such bank. It was, therefore, deemed
advisable to ask that toe Attorney General express his
opinion on the specific question whether the Federal
Reserve Board can lejally c'claugo the designation of Lmy
of the Federal reserve cities. In response to this
reuest, the ;Ittorney General has held that the Federal
Reserve Board is without power to change the present
location of any Federal reserve bank. A copy of this
opinion is enclosed for your information.

I am, therefore, directed to advise you that an
order has been Ontero dianiusing for want of juris-
diction all appeals and petitions requesting a change in
the designation of the Federal reserve cities.

"Respectfully,

ingmed) C. S. BitelE;

-J:nclosure. Provernor.
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Jinaarg a„ 1A.6.

dol-lx

yoi r- rf!, in I ..mhi -,gton on January 19th pa told

of having to tho orvc 3ry74rd fcr a

Lka:IriaL7 In con' econ 46Ls 1q4oirleti CI.WJC ia

L31 :1Ltijc

Ula off:xe I had n f'larch indo for ,xar

lc- r,'firizt in t.-Nr.: ontco o cool, latar 1.t71.;

nrAl :ilos tAe Roe9,-.re TIcara. rc,12' t o 52,Y

- hi 
,pm% Ifyir coalleel,tf.o_i Ilisii-;11Q: c, o-r 121.v..cs.

ia11 yea be goo4 ea,a&A to ma n copy o. It ao elrly

as 1X2 it th.ltI '--Li hA-4c3

Tho heariau of th)DitJ1Q o zol sad

of ciLot Virgittia to be tra:asfer(Al -.:;%-ra too

to tho A.evoland istrict has bean fixcd by the Board for Jae-

jary 27th. I 4‘,..A not sato ho-wavoi., that ti1L is the p-oposed

chanc to Which jou refer.

Ir. . 3, ROwn,
1.7e3t

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Ree7lectful.'y,

AssistaLit Socretszy.

1,
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• It'ZLj
DEC 2 7 1, lr TrntratiNrationallioni: pethee

Crivittivs,(0. aelserve
J.J. SULLIVAN, PRESIDENT

E.W.OGLEBAY,vicE PRESIDENT

C.E.SU LLI VAN, VICE PRESIDENT

L.J. CAM ERON,VICE PRESIDENT

J.C.MC HAN NAN,cAsHIER

C. L. CO RCO RA N, ASST C ASHIE R

Mr. C. S. Hamlin,Governor,

Federal Reserve Board,

Washington, D .0 .
Dear Sir:-

Der

i1C11,12

19th, 1914:•\,

'de are this law:ming in receipt of your valued

favor of the 16th insi\.. apprisina us of the fact that the

Federal Reserve Board has fixed January 13th, 1915, for

the hearing of oral ,arguments c/-1 the appeal to the Federal

Reserve Board in the matter of desir-flating the Federal he-

clerve City r the Fourth District,and we desire to thank

yo-J therefor.

It goes without saying that this city will be

represented at the hearing.

Very truly yours,
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C 0 P

December 16, 1914.

Colonel J. J. Sullivan, President,

Tha Central National Bank,

Cleveland, Ohio,

Sir:-

•-•O

You are itereby notified that the Federal Reserve Board

has fixed January 13, 1915, as the date for the hearing of oral ar-

guments on the appeal to the Federal Reserve Board in the matter of

designating the Federal Reserve City in the Fourth District. This

hearing will be held in the office of the Federal Reserve Board, Treas-

ury Building, Washington, D. C.

Please acknowledge receipt of this notice.

Respectfully,

Governor.

Secretary.
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V, 0 NB I; I, Lv..,

THE CLEVELAND
Le'P

CLEARING HOlUSE ASSOCIATIO11 4
C. E. COLLINS, MANAGER

CLEVELAND, Sept .25th 1914,

Federal Reserve T3oard,
H.Par-cer Willis, Secretary,

Washington.

Sir,
-7

Replying to your favor of the 23rd
instant: Under date of Sept.22nd you were ad-
vised of the selection of Col.J.J.Sullivan-Of-
Cleveland, to represent the Cleveland member
banks in their answer to the petition of Pitts-
burgh to have that City designated as the Fed-
eral Reserve City of District No.4, in place
of Cleveland.

hereby confirm our letter of. , the.
22ndAwhich probably has reached :faii----Einre
this. If anything further is desired, would
request that you telegraph this Association
and we will supply whatever is necessary.

All papers in the case should be
mailed to Col.J.J.Sullivan at the Central Nat-
ional Bank, Cie/eland.

Respectfully,

4,3-940

tary
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Ulr CrIttratNutionatig auk

J.J. SULLIVAN, PRESIDENT

E.W.OgLESAV,VICE PRESIDENT

C.E.SU LLI VAN, VICE PRESIDENT

L.J. CAM ERON,VICE PRESIDENT

J.C.MC HAN NAN,cAsHIER

C. L.CORCORA N,AsS'T CASHIER

Mr. H. Parker Willis, Secy.,

Federal Reserve Board,

Washington, D.C.

My dear Sir:-

BONRD fiLE

0;-Jan. llthq7l9L

I am in receipt this morning of your valued

favor of the 9th ,inst.i advising us that the hearing of oral

arguments in the matter of the appeal of certain member

banks of Pittsburg, from the decision of the Reserve Bank

Organization Committee, in designating Cleveland the Feder-

al Reserve City of the Fourth District, will be held in

the office of the Federal Reserve Board, Treast,ry

Washington, D.C. at 11 o'clock, January 13th, 1915,and we

sincerely thank you therefor.

In reply, I beg leave to say that Cleveland will

be represented at the hearing.

Very truly yours,
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•

January 9, 191b,

Colonel J. J. Sullivan, President,

The Central Neltinal Bronk,

C.1 ,:a1,.i,rd, Ohio.

Si r:-

Tou hDrob; it the heLtiT7., of on

arzuneWA in tha uattlr rApplal r)f. cortait 'renter banks

oS PitValburzh from tho A4stsio4 -.)f the Pe:serve BF,nk Organ12:tAion

ntmittte in designating Clevoiand the Fecizrel Reofyrve City in

tho Fourth District will be lyt.d iv tic of Ice of the Pedori,..L

1-iserve Board, Treasury Builcar, rptInston, D. C., at 11:0C

o'clock, .1n..xery 13, 1915.

Ro9ptfully„

SecrotarI.
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Decor.br 1Z, 1914.

Colonel J. J. Sul)ivan, President,

The Ccntrn1 Yn.UriF.I. Bark,

Clevt1Pn1, Ohio.

You are leroby notified tL::t rademl Pez;.1rve

Board hi n fixed J4,11u!,!ry 11, 215, rn tle t,1 thc

of oml LArgurentc on the: u-?-el to the rceleml Reverva Board

in the tatter of decimating tht Foderill Rtrz3rve City in the

Fourth District. This hs,:cringi1th heiA in the office

of the rederal Reserve Board, Trfsvry Pui1ding, Wshington,

D. C.

Please ackrowledre roPei!,t of ttds notice.

Peercotfully,

GOvornor.

SOCrry.
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TirbvitutN,O.
U-)r TrniratNittionotia oak

J.J. SULLIVAN, PRESIDENT

E.W.OG LE BAY,vicE PRESIDENT

C.E.SU LL IVAN, VICE PRESIDENT

L.J. CAM ER ON,vicE PRESIDENT

J.C.MCHANNAN,CASHIER

C.L.CORCORAN,ASS.TCASHIER

Hon. H. Parker Willis,
Secretary, Federal Reserve Board,

Washington.

Dear Sir:-

:1.\L
21'1: DOARD HLE

Nov. 2nd, 1914.

We are this day in recept of your favor of the

1st ultim.o in reference to petition of the member banks of
\

Pittsburg, and the oral hearing apperatining thereto, and

e same is entirely satisfactory.

Very truly yours,
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• Sir:

October 31, 1914.

With reference to the petition of
the rLamber 'oank2 Of Pittcburgh tat tht city
be de9ignated as the Federcl reserve city for
District No. 4 in .place of Cleveland, you re:
advised that wling to ths pressure of detiAl
ml.tters demanding the Board's attonticn at
this time incident to the op-cn5.Lg of the sov-
eral Federal reserve banks and pl,..cinz the byzi-
tex in operation, the Board ht.'s found it LM-
practicable to fix a date for oral hen prior
to Novemb..;r le, at wicich time it 13 contemplated
the Fadorz-.1 reserve banks will be opened.

Az soon thereafter ao thu Board can
conven7lently do co, it will arrange a date for
oral argument and you will be given de nctieo
so that you aay te prepared to present your
case to the Board.

P,espectfully,

Col. J. J. Sullivan,
Centml Nat'l Rank,

gleveland, Ohio.

Secretary.

4
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Beviwrii

FLJt\LBOAO HLL

Oetclyix 60 194.

Sir:

On bezAlf of tilt' 73deral R,:q!orro
-,I17nord of c r71.11y

brtof of MovclaA tn tetitinn
of t:x! 1).:411-1 nf PIttlbarth that thtl
lattlr ,u54a. the Poderal Razerve
city for 1”!itr!„ot NO. As

Yn 17scordztrolfY Fl.th reluiraments
uf uit1ergc. 1 of the F3tl,m1 rOserve
Bmrd, oory of the reply brief cf Clovaznd

beon mailed to tL r.;i7rcatnt.741vcc of
rittr!,X.

nor tint) PeCtral RiworTT Board Yas
the '.e„to for tl.s orT.7 hoarinE in this

matter, ym il1 be 7rorrit3-1, nctelfled.

Mr. J. 3. uiiivan,
Prent,Te ti !LAI!,

Cleveland, Ohl°.

•
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Beli/I113

October, 11)14.

Sir:

On behnif of the Federal .:.•Zeserve

receipt is aclalowledc;ed of your letter of Octo-

ber 1, iibniitting he brief of the member banks

of Cleveland in mply to tit appeal of the man-

ber banks of Pittsburgh that the latter should be

named as the Federal Reserve City for the 2oart1i

Federal Reserve Distirct.

The twenty copies of your brief, forwarded

under separate cover, have 1 ikewi se been received.

This matter will be called o the attention .

of the Federal Yeserve 3oard, z:-Lnd you will be adi-

vised to the date of tir oral hearinas.

:lesectfolly,

. J. J. Sullivan, Pr. sident
The Central National Btri k,

C7.evelzLind,
Ohio.

;-.- ecretary.
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2N 7.E MATTER OF APPEALS FRU L
CISION OF RESERVE WNK
ZATION COMMITTEE IN DESIGNA—
TION OF FEDERAL RESERVE CITIES.

Petition of Pittsburgh banks pray—
ing that Pittsburgh instead of
Cleveland be designated as Fed—
eral reserve city in District
No. 4.

August 12, 1914, petition and brief
filed.

September 15, 1914, Cleveland banks
notified and requested to select
a representative to appear for
Cleveland.

September 22, 1914, Col. J. J.
Sullivan selected to represent
member banks of Cleveland.

September 25, 1914, copy of peti—
tion and brief of Pittsburgh sent
to Cleveland Cloaring House Ar—
eociation.

October 3, 1914, reply brief of
Clevolnd filed.
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17. ,C' Sr'r

11:14,(4, (4.414 it /)8

APPEAL TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD IN

THE MATTER OF DESIGNATING THE FED-

ERAL RESERVE CITY OF THE FOURTH

FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT.

BRIEF ON BEHALF OF THE MEMBER BANKS

OF CLEVELAND, OHIO, APPELLEES.

It
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APPEAL TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD IN

THE MATTER OF DESIGNATING THE FED-

ERAL RESERVE CITY OF THE FOURTH

FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT.

BRIEF ON BEHALF OF THE MEMBER BANKS

OF CLEVELAND, OHIO, APPELLEES.

J. J. Sullivan, Esquire, of Cleveland, Ohio, having

been duly designated as the representative of the Mem-

ber Banks of Cleveland, to act for them in this behalf,

respectfully submits the following brief upon this appeal.

The appeal involves the contention that the Reserve

Bank Organization Committee, which carefully and

patiently heard the evidence offered in respect of the

proper location for the Reserve Bank of District Num-

ber 4, erred in its conclusion. This evidence was very

voluminous and claims of various cities in that district

were submitted fully and at great length. The Com-

mittee gave careful and thoughtful consideration to the

matter, and thereupon decided that Cleveland was the

proper location for the Reserve Bank of this District.

To upset such conclusion, reached in the above circum-

stances, certainly casts upon the appellants a consider-

able burden.

Two or thre,e general considerations might be men-

tioned in view of the present situation:

1. It cannot be possible that there can be any ma-

terial advantage, either to the City of Pittsburgh or its

1
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industries, in the location of the Federal Bank in that
place. If it were possible, or if the bank could be so
used as to derive any disproportionate local advantage,
the entire purpose of the Federal Reserve Act would be
defeated, its purpose being that all sections shall have
entirely uniform treatment. If such a thing could be,
or if the attitude of the Pittsburgh banks towards the
Federal Reserve scheme were such as to lead them to
suppose that such a result could follow, this attitude
would furnish One of the best reasons in the world why
the bank should be located elsewhere.

2. Directors of the Reserve Bank of the District
have already been chosen by the member banks, as fol-
lows: Two from Pennsylvania, one of whom is located
at Pittsburgh; two from Ohio, neither of whom is lo-
cated at Cleveland; and two from Kentucky; so that
'Cleveland now has no representation at all upon the
board. Your Honorable Board has the naming of the
remaining three directors, and if Pittsburgh has any
justifiable fears by reason of the location of the bank at
Cleveland, it has another remedy than the one now
sought, by applying to the Board, as no doubt it already
has, for additional places upon the directorate of the
District Reserve Bank. There are no circumstances un-
der which the Cleveland banks can exercise any control
over the Reserve Bank or unduly influence its action.
Pittsburgh, therefore, has nothing to fear in the present
situation.

3. It has been a considerable time since the passage
of the Federal Reserve Act. Financial conditions during
that period have not been of the best. It is predicted
that when the Act is put into operation these conditions
will be much improved. Certain it is that the country
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is impatiently waiting for the inauguration of the sys

tern, and business interests, to a large extent, are held

back, pending such inauguration. Certain preliminary

steps toward the organization of the system have al-

ready been taken by the Organization Committee and by

your Board. The country at large has looked upon these

as steps in advance, and has not felt, nor is it anticipat-

ing, that they are merely steps to be retaken. Questions

like that raised by Pittsburgh are of no material im-

portance to the system, and if mistakes have been made

it is in the power of your Honorable Board in the future

to correct such mistakes, if any, as develop in the work-

ing of the system.

If such contentions as this of Pittsburgh are to be

entertained, there are yet controversies between Balti-

more and Richmond, New Orleans, Atlanta and Dallas,

Denver, Kansas City and Omaha, and no doubt others,

which may occupy the time of your Honorable Board and

delay the inauguration of the system indefinitely. These

controversies are all over matters in no wise vital to the

system itself, but purely matters of local pride. If in

the working out of the system in the future any mis-

takes are discovered, bringing hardship upon any section

of any district, it is within the power of your Honorable

Board at any time to correct them, without interfering

with the operation of the system when once inaugurated.

We submit that they should not now be considered, but

that the system should be put into opearation, as now

planned.

The petition filed by Member Banks of Pittsburgh,

and the brief filed in support thereof, seem principally

concerned with certain figures, which are supposed to

indicate the business "supremacy" of Pittsburgh, which

that city is always quite ready to admit.
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It is probable that Pittsburgh's unwillingness to
submit to the decision of the Organization Committee,
and its complaint of the decision of that Committee be-
fore this Board, is due rather to some feeling of wounded
pride in respect of this supposed supremacy than to any
real consideration of the needs of the district.

The mere figures presented concern so little the real
reasons which it is believed induced the action of the
Organization Committee, and upon which the determina-
tion of the matter in question ought to rest, that not much
space will be taken here, either in criticising those fig-
ures or in submitting others testifying to the commer-
cial greatness of Cleveland.

The Federal Reserve system was not created for the
special benefit of any city, even Pittsburgh, or for any
special business, even the iron and steel industry, as vast
as it is. One supposed evil to be met was the undue and
unsafe concentration of banking capital in certain great
centers, to the disadvantage of other sections of the
country out of touch with such centers, and which were
suffering from lack of banking capital and facilities, and
of elasticity in our financial system.

It is fair to suppose, therefore, that the primary
purpose of the Act was, not to assist congested financial
centers, but rather to procure a steady and uniform dis-
tribution of banking facilities throughout more sparsely
settled territory suffering from lack of attention and in-
ability to reach and procure accommodations from these
great centers, and that the effort of the Organization
Committee was, not the determination of which city was
the greater banking center, but what city, as the head-
quarters of a Reserve Bank, in each district would be
most likely to correct the existing difficulty and meet the
normal trade demands of the entire territory.

r
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The purpose would seem, therefore, to be to prevent

the flowing into great centers of an undue part of the

circulating medium of the territory, and distribute it

more equitably among all sections requiring its use. The

Pittsburgh banks do not seem to have recognized this

purpose.
In such a plan, other things being equal, the city

whose financial conditions are most stable, whose con-

ditions of trade and business are such that it is less

subject to fluctuations of financial and other business con-

ditions, and which exhibits the most conservatively

steady progress of growth, is best fitted as the location
of the Reserve Bank.

A city whose industries in the way of manufacture
and trade are so widely diversified as are those of Cleve-

land, is a much better location for the Reserve Bank than

a city dependent, as Pittsburgh is, upon the iron and steel

industries, and the group of manufactures naturally in-

cident thereto, can possibly be. This by reason of the

fact that the failure or depression of no single industry

can have any wide-spread effect upon conditions in the

former city.
For example, at the present moment, the industries

producing primary iron and steel (which products con-

stitute, according to the manufacturing census of 1909,
33 per cent of the total output of Pittsburgh factories and

but 14 per cent of the total output of Cleveland factories)

are running at scarcely more than one-half capacity.

Nevertheless, a recent inquiry among a large list of Cleve-

land factories, with many diversified lines, indicates that

this city is even now producing, on the average of all

lines, practically 80 per cent of its normal industrial out-

put.
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The Cleveland brief presented to the Organization
Committee discussed at some length, not only the sug-
gested lines of District Number 4, but the location of the
Reserve bank therein. Copies of that brief are no doubt
now in your files, but additional copies are submitted
herewith for consideration, in so far as the matters here
involved are discussed.

There is no city in District Number 4 which can, as
can Chicago, Boston and New York, substantiate the
claim that the great bulk of the trade of the district cen-
ters therein. It must not be forgotten that, while Pitts-
burgh may lead in certain lines of manufacture, District
Number 4 is very largely agricultural and contains many
small towns, scattered throughout the agricultural sec-
tion, which have little in the way of manufacturing. For
example, the State of Ohio, forming the largest part of
the district, ranks fifth among the states in the number
of farms, sixth in value of farm property, sixth in pro-
duction of corn, fifth in production of hay, sixth in
production of potatoes, third in production of wool, sixth
in prodiiction of butter, sixth in product of-milk, third
in production of eggs, and the list might be extended
almost indefinitely.

In the location of the Reserve Bank for District
Number 4 the Organization Committee had before it,
and this Honorable Board, in reviewing its procedure,
has to determine, not what might best satisfy Pittsburgh,
but what city will best meet the requirements of the
entire district.

It seems to us that these requirements are substan-
tially as follows:

1. Satisfactory communication with all parts of the
District.
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2. Proximity to center of traffic and exchanges of
the District.

3. Financial, commercial, industrial and civic

strength, conservatism, steadiness of growth, and free-
dom from business or banking fluctuations or disturb-

ances.

4. Satisfactory relations to the entire District.

Taking these up in their order:

1. Communication.

So far as communication by mail is concerned, there
is no considerable difference. A letter mailed from cities
in the remotest part of the District on one day would
reach either city in time to receive attention during
banking hours of the next day, but whatever difference
there is is in favor of Cleveland, as the mails from many
points reach that city and are distributed earlier in the
day.

It is not true that Pittsburgh is more convenient of
access, as claimed in appellants' brief, than is Cleveland
in respect to the greater part of the District. Of the
thirty-seven cities of Ohio containing a population of
10,000 or more in 1910, taking those cities as indicating
density of population, twenty-nine, having a total popu -
lation of 1,987,000, are nearer to Cleveland in time of
transit than they are to Pittsburgh, whereas but eight
of these, with a population of 143,000, can reach Pitts-
burgh more quickly than Cleveland, and the difference
of time even in those cases is very slight. This statement
is based upon a carefully compiled tabulation of the
passenger train service from these thirty-seven cities to
Pittsburgh and Cleveland respectively.
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We have made the same investigation into that por-

tion of the State of Kentucky included in District Num-

ber 4. There being few cities in Kentucky of more than

10,000 population, we have examined train service from

all Kentucky cities within the District having a popu-

lation of 5,000 or more. There are eleven such. From

ten of them Cleveland can be reached in less time than

Pittsburgh. From the eleventh—Middlesboro—both

Cleveland and Pittsburgh can be reached in exactly the

same time.

Even in that part of western Pennsylvania included

in the District, out of the twenty-two cities containing a

population of 10,000 or more according to the census

of 1910, three are a shorter journey to Cleveland than

to Pittsburgh, and as to a fourth there is a difference of

seven minutes in favor of Pittsburgh.

As to the small section of West Virginia included in

the District, Wheeling, the largest point, has two direct

railway lines to Cleveland, and there is no difficulty in

reaching Cleveland from this section. It must be ad-

mitted, however, that Pittsburgh can be reached some-

what more quickly.

2. Location with respect to center of traffic and ex-

changes.

Much of appellants' brief is taken up with the propo-

sition that the general lines of trade in the United States

are between the east and the west and that the main

trunk lines of railroad run in those general directions.

To some extent this proposition is necessarily true, for

the distance from seaboard to seaboard, east and west,

is much greater than the distance from the Great Lakes

to the Gulf, from north to south. In very early times the

Atlantic seaboard was practically our only outlet to water
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transportation, and the business from the interior nat-

urally drifted to the ports of New York and Boston, there

located. When lines of railway began to be constructed

they naturally began at this seaboard and extended to-

ward the west. With the development of the entire coun-

try, however, this condition gradually changed. A very

large volume of trade now passes through more southern

ports and through Seattle and San Francisco on the west.

Trunk lines now reach the interior from those ports along

the southern coast, and a vast volume of trade passes

from north to south as well as from east to west. Travel-

ing from east to west—as soon, at least, as Ohio is

reached—there is a network of railways from north to

south through all the states of the middle west, connect-

ing ultimately the more southern ports with Cleveland,

Chicago, and other large cities of the middle west. These

considerations, however, have not much to do with the

question in hand.

If the Board had only to consider that part of Penn-

sylvania included in District Number 4, it is obvious

that Pittsburgh, though not the geographic center, would

be the center of traffic and exchanges of that section.

The State of Ohio, however, constitutes the principal

part of District Number 4, and a very large part of its

business follows north and south lines.

The density of exchanges is indicated fairly by the

railroad facilities, which handle the traffic. Every east-

ern trunk line in the United States enters Cleveland, and

Cleveland is in the principal highway of travel between

New York and•Chicago. We especially call attention to

the fact that Cleveland is in the most direct line from the

iron ore in the northwestern states to Pittsburgh and the

bituminous coal deposits in District Number 4. The

principal business of Pittsburgh is in iron and steel, and
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it cannot truthfully be claimed that there is no natural
line of trade or course of trade between Pittsburgh and
Cleveland. It would be even greater folly to advance a
similar claim with respect to central and southern Ohio.

It is objected that Cleveland lies on the extreme
northern edge of the District, with only the lake at its
front. Geographically, of course, this is as advantageous
as is Pittsburgh's location on the extreme eastern edge
of the District. It is to be remembered, however, that as
a traffic-producing territory, the lake very much exceeds
any other territory of equal area. Substantially all of the
iron ore supplying the iron manufactories of the District
passes through its northern boundary. Practically all
of the shipping carrying this ore is directed from Cleve-
land, and the production of a very large proportion of the
ore itself is financed from that point.

There can be nothing in the location of the Reserve
Bank at any point which will in any wise affect or disturb
the convenience and customary course of trade. This
point was frequently stated by members of the Organiza-
tion Committee during the hearings.

The injunction of Section 2 of the Federal Reserve
Act with respect of "due regard to the convenience and
customary course of business" has reference to the ap-
portionment of districts and not to the location of the
Reserve Bank therein. It may be conceded, however,
that in the selection of the location for the Reserve Bank
such due regard should be had, but it is a misconception
of this injunction if it be supposed that the purpose of
the requirement was to leave the course of banking ex-
changes in precisely the state in which it was found prior
to the enactment of the Federal Reserve Act. To so
construe the injunction is to defeat one of the obvious
purposes of the Act as hereinbefore set forth, which was
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to so rearrange the course of banking exchanges as to
avoid unsafe concentration in great centers and distribute
banking capital and facilities throughout territories not
well supplied therewith.

3. Financial, commercial, industrial and civic
strength, conservatism, steadiness of growth, and free-
dom from business or banking fluctuations or disturb-
ances.

Considerations arising under this head it is believed
very strongly influenced the action of the Organization
Committee and are sufficient to require an approval of its
action by the Board.

Much stress is laid by appellants upon the size of the
banks of Pittsburgh and the industries in which she
claims a commanding position. It is no more true in
finance than in any other branch of human endeavor that
strength and stability are necessarily measured by size
alone, and it is therefore necessary to consider the ele-
ments mentioned in the heading of this paragraph.

Many a factory town can make the boast of leading
the world, or at least its own state, in the production of
some commodity, however small the business may be in
itself. Cities most commonly advertise themselves by
picking out a particular industry or industries, or branch
of commerce or trade, in which the city has attained a
commanding position. Pittsburgh has its iron and steel,
Akron its rubber tires, Dayton its cash registers, Trby
(New York) its shirts and collars. Such, however, are
not determining elements in the selection of the location
of the Reserve Bank. If they were, a formidable list might
be exhibited for Cleveland. There is probably no manu-
facturing center in the United States whose industries
are so diversified as are those of Cleveland, while it
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leads in many lines, a detailed list of which would, how-

ever, not be helpful here. It is probable that this very

diversity of manufacturing industries is one of the prin-

cipal causes of the city's steady, consistent growth in

population until it has become the sixth city in the United

States, and in the volume of its products until it has be-

come the fifth. Its growth in both directions has been

entirely unhampered by conditions which from time to

time check or retard such growth in other centers of less

diversified activity.

The banks of Cleveland concededly are neither so

numerous nor have they so large a capital as those of

Pittsburgh. Their history, however, well illustrates the

conservatism and safety of the business methods of this

community. Banking methods of Cleveland are tradi-

tionally sound and safe. Not a single failure of a national

bank has there occurred, nor has any depositor in any

national bank ever suffered the loss of a penny. The

records of the Comptroller's office disclose that similar

statements cannot be made of Pittsburgh's banking busi-

ness. This fact is only referred to as indicative of the

stability of banking conditions in Cleveland, a fact which

no doubt had much weight with the Organization Com-

mittee.
Comparisons between different cities cannot be made

upon the basis of reported bank clearances unless the

accounting methods used in each instance are known.

.For instance, Cincinnati, with its concededly lesser vol-

ume of business, constantly reports larger bank clearings

than Cleveland, while Pittsburgh exceeds both. A reason

sometimes assigned, and to some extent no doubt true,

is that there are no stock exchanges in Cleveland which

send a large volume of clearances from day to day

through its banks. Its business is almost wholly un-
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speCulative. Comparisons, however, of fluctuations in

bank clearances do furnish some indication of the stabil-

ity both of banking and general business in the cities in

respect of which they are studied, as well as of the steadi-

ness of their growth.

Chart 5 attached to the Cleveland brief herein re-

ferred to is a diagram illustrating the growth and fluctua-

tions in clearances for the period of ten years ending

September 30, 1913. While Pittsburgh shows a sub-

stantial growth in that period, it is a growth accompanied

by wide fluctuations indicating periods of extreme depres-

sion in business as well as extreme stimulation. This is

indicated by the blue line upon the chart. The red line

upon the same chart indicates the regularity and stead-

iness ofthe Cleveland growth and illustrates in a graphic

way the temperamental difference in the two communi-

ties. Pittsburgh is "either prince or pauper," while

Cleveland moves steadily and conservatively onward.

At first blush it might seem that civic conditions, as

distinguished from conditions in banking and other busi-

ness, might have little bearing upon the question under

discussion. Nevertheless such conditions are evidences of

the spirit pervading a particular community and become

reflected in the general business of that community. The

municipal affairs of Cleveland have always been free from

corruption or scandal, and its banking business has been

likewise free from scandal or entangling alliances, polit-

ical or otherwise. Cleveland has the lowest death rate

among the large cities of the country, indicating careful

and intelligent municipal sanitation, though climatic con-

ditions, of course, have their influence. It was the first

American city to initiate and begin putting into effect a

plan for grouping its great public buildings in a civic

center. Its experiments in charity and correction are
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attracting world-wide attention and serving as models to
other communities. Its famous .Farm Colony, Cleveland
Federation of Charity and Philanthropy, and its new
"Cleveland Foundation" are examples of these. Its
unique street railway franchise has removed to a large
extent from public agitation a problem which, in other
cities, is a constant source of disturbance, both to banking
and business conditions. Its citizenship expresses itself
not only by vote, but also through civic and commercial
organizations, in which effective voluntary service for
the improvement of living and working conditions in
Cleveland is rendered most freely by a very large num-
ber of able men.

These conditions are, to a large extent, reasons for
the vast growth of Cleveland, and their existence insures
a future healthy condition and continued growth, so that
in the future, still more than at present, Cleveland is
likely to be the real center of the district.

We quote from the brief filed before the Organiza-
tion Committee a few items concerning the relative
growth of the two cities and their business interests.
Many other items might be furnished, but these are suf-
ficient to indicate the point in question. The ten year
periods taken are the most recent for which data could
be accurately obtained.

Percent of Increase
Cleveland Pittsburgh

Population, 1900-1910 46.9 18.2
Postoffice receipts, 1904-1913.. .  116.4 107.5
Value of manufactures, 1899-1909 95.1 11.1
Clearing House exchanges, 1904-

1913  57.8 23.9
Deposits, all banks, 1904-1913 . . . 66.1 36.2
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It is to be noted as to the population increase, that

Pittsburgh, during the period in question, absorbed Al-

legheny City with its large population, while annexations
to Cleveland account for less than 5 per cent of its in-

crease.

A census of manufactures is being taken during the
current year, and if anything like the relative increases
indicated in the last census are continued, as we believe
will prove to be the fact, Clevland will have far out-
stripped Pittsburgh in the line of manufactures.

There seems no reason why the history of these cities.
should not be duplicated in the future, and Cleveland
proceed along the lines of a conservative, steady growth,
without feverishness or fluctuation, and maintain its po-
sition as the logical location for the Reserve Bank of the
District.

4. Satisfactory relations to entire District.

The brief of appellants states that "a much larger
proportion of the banking of the District is done in Pitts-
burgh than in Cleveland," and that "there is a far greater
need for the resources of a Federal Reserve Bank in and
about Pittsburgh than in and about Cleveland."

The fact that the kind of business carried on at
Pittsburgh and in territory 'adjoining requires larger
sums of money, is the cause of a larger banking business
at that point. The demand for the money necessary to
finance this business, has been met in part by the invest-
ment of additional capital in the banking business, and
in part by whatever inducements have been necessary
to divert, as far as possible, the deposits of interior banks
to that point.

Appellants' brief substantially admits this practice
on the part of the Pittsburgh banks, but the proof at the
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hearing before the Organization Committee distinctly re-

futed the statement of the brief, that the same thing was

true of Cleveland.

We again, however, call attention to the fact that if

the statements above quoted are true, they are not ger-

mane to the question at issue, which is, in what city of

District Number 4 will the Reserve Bank best serve the

interests of the entire District, instead of, what city has

the greatest need to borrow its funds. The interests of
Pittsburgh and its immediate environs will be as con-
veniently and fully served by the directors of the bank
located at Cleveland as they could be served if the bank
were located in Pittsburgh, while, at the same time, the
entire district can be most conveniently cared for from
the place selected. We do maintain that the conditions
existing in Cleveland, financial, commercial, industrial
and civic, as compared with those existing in any other
city of the district, clearly indicate that the location of

the bank there by the Organization Committee is a wise.

location, and made in the interests of the district and

the system as a whole.

The fact stated in appellants' brief, that a certain
number of banks in the District have joined in the petition
for the designation of Pittsburgh as the reserve city,
means nothing. No list of signing banks is given, but a
summary of the number which it is claimed have signed
is given upon page 12 of the brief. Persistent drumming,

such as has been done in this case, if reports from time
to time coming to us from various banks of the district
are to be credited, frequently obtains signatures as a
matter of courtesy, especially in view of the fact that a

greater number of the banks no doubt view the question

as practically settled, and consider that their signatures

are not of much importance one way or the other. Cleve-
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land banks have made no such efforts, nor have they
sought the aid of other banks throughout the district in
connection with this hearing. It is to be noted, however,
of these signatures, that 304 of them are Pennsylvania
banks--that is, banks located at or in close touch with

Pittsburgh—and that of the 462 banks outside of Penn-
sylvania, appellants have secured the signatures of but
172. It can well be imagined that the procuring of Penn-
sylvania signatures would be a very easy matter, in view
of local pride and interest.

It is submitted, therefore, that the convenient loca-
tion of Cleveland, its closeness of touch with all parts of
the district, the magnitude and diversity of its interests,
its conservative traditions, the steadiness and rapidity
of its growth, its business history, and particularly its
banking history, make it the logical selection of the Or-
ganization Committee as the location of the Reserve Bank
of District Number 4, and that there is nothing in the
petition or brief of appellants to furnish sufficient ground
upon which your Honorable Board could justifiably dis-
credit or set aside the decision of that Committee. That
decision was reached after a most thorough consideration,
not only of the arguments presented by representatives of
the cities then under consideration, but of all the ascer-
tainable facts having any bearing upon the decision.
Nothing could possibly be accomplished by a change be-
yond the mere, gratification of local pride, which is not a
matter to be taken into account by your Honorable Board.

'Respectfully submitted,

J. J. Sullivan,
By S. H. Tolles, Counsel.
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APPEAL TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD IN THE MATTER OF

DESIGNATING THE FEDERAL RESERVE CITY OF THE FOURTH FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT.

BRIEF ON BFIIALF OF THE MEMBER

RANKS OF CLWELAND, OHIO, APPELLEES.

J. J. Sullivan, esquire, of Cleveland, Ohio, having been duly designated

as the representative of the Member Banks of Cleveland, to act for them i
n this

behalf, respectfully submits the following brief upon this appeal.

The appeal involves the contention that the Reserve Bank Organization

Committee, which carefully and patiently heard the evidence 
offered in respect of

the proper location for the Reserve Bank of District Number 4, erred i
n its con-

clusion. This evidence was very voluminous and claims of various cities 
in

that district were submitted fully and at great length. The Committee gave

careful and thoughtful consideration to the matter, and thereupon d
ecided that

Cleveland was the proper location for the Reserve Bank of this 
district. To

upset such conclusion, reached in the above circumstances, certa
inly casts upon

the appellants a considerable burden.

Two or three general considerations might be mentioned in view of

the present situation:

1. It cannot be possible that there can be any material advantage,

either to the City of Pittsburgh or its industries, in the location of the

Federal Bank in that place. If it were possible, or if the bank could be so

used as to derive any disproportionate local advantage, the entire purpose o
f

the Federal Reserve Act would be defeated, its purpose being that a
ll sections

shall have entirely uniform treatment. If such a thing could be, or if the

attitude of the Pittsburgh banks towards the Federal Reserve scheme were such

as to lead them to suppose that such a result coull.d Collor, this

attitude would furnish one of the best reasons in the world why the bank should

be located elsewhere.

1.
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2. Directors of the Reserve Bank of the District have already

been chosen by the member banks, as follows: Two from Pennsylvania, one of

whom is located at Pittsburgh; two from Ohio, neither of whom is located at

Cleveland; and two from Kentucky; so that Cleveland now has no representation at

all upon the board. Your Honorable Board has the naming of the remaining three

directors, and if Pittsburgh has any justifiable fears by reason of the location

of the bank at Cleveland, it has another remedy than the one now sought, by

applying to the Board, as no doubt it already has, for additional places upon

the directorate of the District Reserve Bank. There are no circumstances

under which the Cleveland banks can exercise any control over the Reserve Bank

or unduly influence its action. Pittsburgh, therefore, has nothing to fear

in the present situation.

3. It has been a considerable time since the passage of the

Federal Reserve Act. Financial conditions during that period have not been

of the best. It is predicted that when the Act is put into operation these

conditions will be much improved. Certain it is that the country is impatiently

waiting for the inauguration of the system, and business interests, to a large

extent, are hold back, pending such inauguration. Certain preliminary steps

toward the organization of the system have already been taken by the Organization

Committee and by your Board. The country at large has looked upon these as

steps in advance, and has not felt, nor is it anticipating, that they are

merely steps to be retaken. Questions like that raised by Pittsburgh are of no

material importance to the system, and if mistakes have been made it is in the

power of your Hbnorable Board in the future to correct such mistakes, if any,

as develop in the working of the system.

If such contentions as this of Pittsburgh are to be entertained,

there are yet controversies between Baltimore and Richmond, New Orleans, Atlanta

and Dallas, Denver, Kansas City and Omaha, and no doubt others, which may

occupy the time of your Honorable Board and delay the inauguration of the system

indefinitely. These controversies are all over matters in no wise vital to

the system itself, but purely matters of local pride. If in the working out

of the system in the future, any mistakes are discovered, bringing hardship upon

2.
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any section of any district, it is within the power of your Honorable Board

at any time to correct them, without interfering with the operation of the

system when once inaugurated. We submit that they should not now be considered,

but that the system should be put into operation, as now planned.

The petition filed by Member Banks of Pittsburgh, and the brief filed

in support thereof, seem principally concerned with certain figures, which are

supposed to indicate the business "supremacy" of Pittsburgh, which that city is

always quite ready to admit.

It is probable that Pittsburgh's unwillingness to submit to the

decision of the Organization Committee, and its complaint of the decision of

that Committee before this Board, is due rather to some feeling of wounded pride

in respect of this supposed supremacy than to any real consideration of the

needs of the district.

The more figures presented concern so little the real reasons which

It is believed induced the action of the Organization Committee, and upon

which the determination of the matter in question ought to rest, that not much

space will be taken here, either in criticising those figures or in submi
tting

others testifying to the commercial greatness of Cleveland.

The Federal Reserve system was not created for the special benefit

of any city, even Pittsburgh, or for any special business, even the iron 
and

steel industry, as vast as it is. One supposed evil to be met was the undue

and unsafe concentration of banking capital in certain great centers, to the

disadvantage of other sections of the country out of touch with such centers,

and which were suffering from lack of banking capital and facilities, and of

elasticity in our financial system.

It is fair to suppose, therefore, that the primary purpose of the

Act was, not to assist congested financial centers, but rather to procure a

steady and uniform distribution of banking facilities throughout more sparsely

settled territory suffering from lack of attention and inability to reach end

procure accommodations from these great centers, and that the effort of the

Organization Committee was, not the determination of which city was the

greater banking center, but what city, as the headquarters of a Reserve Bank,

3.
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district would be most likely to correct the existing difficulty and

e normal trade demands of the entire territory.

The purpose would seem, therefore, to be to prevent the flowing into

centers of an undue part of the circulating medium of the territory, and

ibute it more equitably among all sections requiring its use. The Pitts-

burgh banks do not seem to have recognized this purpose.

con

it

all

In such a plan, other things being equal, the city whose financial

ditions are most stable, whose conditions of trade and business are such that

is less subject to fluctuations of financial and other business conditions,

d which exhibits the most conservatively steady )rogress of growth, is best

itted as the location of the Reserve Bank.

A city whose industries in the way of manufacture and trade are so

widely diversified as are those of Cleveland, is a much better location for the

Reserve Bank than a city dependent, as Pittsburgh is, upon the iron and steel

industries, and the group of manufactures naturally incident thereto, can

possibly be. This by reason of the fact that the failure or depression of

no single industry can have any wide-spread effect upon conditions in the

former city.

For example, at the present moment, the industries producing

primary iron and steel (which products constitute, according to the manufacturing

census of 1909, 33/. of the total output of Pittsburgh factories and but 14/.

of the total output of Cleveland factories) are running at scarecely more than

ome half capacity. Nevertheless, a recent inquiry among a large list of

Cleveland factories, with many diversified lines, indicates that this city is

uven now producing, on the average of all lines, practically 80% of its

normal industrial output..

The Cleveland brief presented to the Organization Committee discussed

at some length, not only the suggested lines of District Number 4, but the

location of the Reserve Bank therein. Copies of that brief are no doubt now

4.
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in your files, but additional copies are submitted herewith for consideration,

in so far an the matters here involved are discussed.

There is no city in District Number 4 which can, as can Chicago,

Boston and New York, substantiate the claim that the great bulk of the trade

of the district centers therein. It must not be forgotten that, while Pittsburgh

may lead in certain lines of manufacture, District Number 4 is very largely

agricultural and contains many small towns, scattered throughout the agricultural

section, which have little in the way of manufacturing. For example, the State

of Ohio, forming the largest part of the district, ranks fifth among the states

in the number of farms, sixth in value of farm property, sixth in production

of corn, fifth in production of hay, sixth in production of potatoes, third in

production of wool, sixth in production of butter, sixth in production of milk,

third in production of eggs, and the list might be extended almost indefinitely.

In the location of the Reserve Bank for District Number 4 the

Orga,lization Committee had before it, and this Honorable Board, in reviewing

its procedure, has to determine, not what might best satisfy Pittsburgh, but

what city will best meet the requirements of the entire district.

It seems to us that these requirements are substantially as follows:

1. Satisfactory communication with all parts of the District.

2. Proximity to center of traffic and exchanges of the District.

3. Financial, commercial, industrial and civic strength, conservatism,

steadiness of growth, and freedom from business or banking fluctuations or dis-

turbances.

4. Satisfactory relations to the entire District.

Taking these up in their order:

1. Communication.

So far as communication by mail is concerned, there is no considerable

difference. A letter mailed from cities in the remotest part of the District on

one day would reach either city in time to receive attention during banking hours

of the next day, but whatever difference there is is in favor of Cleveland, as

the mails from many points xeach that city and are distributed earlier in the day.

5.
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It is not true that Pittsburgh is more convenient of access, as

n appellants' brief, than is Cleveland in respect to the greater part

istrict. Of the thirty-seven cities of Ohio containing a population

00 or more in 1910, taking those cities as indicating density of popula-

wenty-nine, having a total population of 1,987,000, are nearer to

and in time of transit than they are to Pittsburgh, whereas but eight

ese, with a population of 143,000, can reach Pittsburgh more quickly than

eland, and the difference of time even in those cases is very slight. This

ement is based upon a carefully compiled tabulation of the passenger train

vice from these thirty-seven cities to Pittsburgh and Cleveland respectively.

We have made the same investigation into that portion of the State of

entucky included in District Number 4. There being few cities in Kentucky of

ore than 10,000 population, we have examined train service from all Kentucky

cities within the District having a population of 5,000 or more. There are

eleven such. From ten of them Cleveland can be reached in less time than Pitts-

burgh. From the eleventh--Middleboro--both Cleveland and Pittsburgh can be

reached in exactly the same time.

Even in that part of western Pennsylvania included in the District,

out of the twenty-two cities containing a population of 10,000 or more accord-

ing to the census of 1910, three are a shorter journey to Cleveland than to

Pittsburgh, and as to a fourth there is a difference of seven minutes in favor

of Pittsburgh.

As to the small section of West Virginia included in the District,

Wheeling, the largest point, has two direct railway lines tc Cleveland, and there

is no difficulty in reaching Cleveland from this section. It must be admitted,

however, that Pittsburgh can be reached somewhat more quickly.

2. Location with respect to center of traffic and exchanges.

Much of appellants' brief is taken up with the proposition that the

general lines of trade in the United States are between the east and the west

and that the main trunk lines of railroad run in those general directions.

To some extent this proposition is necessarily true, for the distance from sea-

board to seaboard, east and west, is much greater than the distance from the

6.
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s to the Gulf, from north to south. In very early times the

seaboard was practically our only outlet to water transportation,

usiness from the interior naturally drifted to ports of New York

on, there located. Men lines of railway began to be constructed

they naturally began at this seaboard and extended toward the west. With

the de

change

and t

the

tra
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velopment of the entire country, however, this condition gradually

d. A very large volume of trade now passes through more southern ports

hrough Seattle and San Francisco on the west. Trunk lines now roach

interior from those ports along the southern coast, and a vast volume of

de passes from north to south as well as from east to west. Traveling from

st to west-- as soon, at least, as Ohio is reached-- there is a network

railways from north to south through all the states of the middle west,

onnecting ultimately the more southern ports with Cleveland, Chicago, and

other large cities of the middle west. These

not much to do with the question in hand.

If the Board had only to consider that part of Pennsylvania

eluded in District Number 4, it is obvious that Pittsburgh, though not

considerations, however, have

the geo-

graphic center, would be the center of traffic and exchanges of that section.

The State of Ohio, however, constitutes the principal part of District Number 4,

and a very large part of its business follows north and south lines.

The density of exchanges is indicated fairly by the railroad facili-

ties,which handle the traffic. Every eastern trunk line in the United States

enters Cleveland, and Cleveland is in the principal highway of travel between

New York and Chicago. We especially call attention to the fact that Cleveland

is in the most direct line from the iron ore in the northwestern states to

Pittsburgh and the bituminous coal deposits in District Number 4. The

principal business of Pittsburgh is in iron and steel, and it cannot truthfully

be claimed that there is no natural line of trade or course of trade between

Pittsburgh and Cleveland. It would te even greater folly to advance a similar

claim with respect to central and southern Ohio.

It is objected that Cleveland lies on the extreme northern edge of the
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t, with only the lake at its front. Geographically, of course, this is as

ageous as is Pittsburgh's location on the extreme eastern edge of the Die-

• It is to be remembered, however, that as a traffic-producing territory, the

very much exceeds any other territory of equal area. Substantially all of

iron ore supplying the iron manufactories of the District passes through its

horn boundary. Practically all of the shipping carrying this ore is directed

m Cleveland, and the production of a very large proportion of the ore itself

financed from that point.

There can be nothing in the location of the Reserve Bank at any point

which will in any wise affect or disturb the convenience and customary course of

trade. This point was frequently stated by members of the Organization Committee

durin7 the hearings.

The injunction of Section 2 of the Federal Reserve Act with respect of

"duo regard to the convenience and customary course of business" has reference to

the apportionment of districts and not to the location of the Reserve Bank therein.

It may be conceded, however, that in the selection of the location for 
the Reserve

Bank such duo regard should be had, but it is a misconception of this injunction

if it be supposed that the purpose of the requirement was to leave the course of

banking exchanges in precisely the state in which it was found prior to the enact-

ment of the Federal Reserve Act. To so construe the injunction is to defeat one

of the obvious purposes of the Act as hereinbefore set forth, which was to so

rearrange the course of banking exchangesas to avoid unsafe concentration in great

centers and distribute banking capital and facilities throughout territories not

well supplied therewith.

3. Financial, commercial, industrial and civic strength, conservatism,

steadiness of growth, and freedom from business or banking fluctuations or disturb-

ances.

Considerations arising under this head it is believed very strongly

influenced the action of the Organization Committee and are sufficient to require

an approval of its action by the Board.

Much stress is laid by appellants upon the size of the banks of Pittsburgh

and the industries in which she claims a commanding position.

8.

It is no more true
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in finance than in any other branch of human endeavor That strength and stability

are necessarily measured by size alone, and it is therefore necessary to con.-

sider the elements mentioned in the heading of this paragraph.

Many a factory town can make the boast of leading the world, or at least

its own state, in the production of some commodity, however small the business may

be in itself. Cities most commonly advertise themselves by picking out a particular

industry or industries, or branch of commerce or trade, in which the city has

attained a commanding position. Pittsburgh has its iron and steel, Akron its rubber

tires, Dayton its cash registers, Troy (New York) its shirts and collars. Such,

however, are not determining elements in the selection of the location of the

Reserve Bank. If they were, a formidable list might be exhibited for Cleveland.

There is probably no manufacturing center in the United States whose industries are

so diversified as are those of Cleveland, while it lends in many lines, a detailed

list of which would, however, not be helpful here. It is probable that this very

diversity of manufacturing industries is one of the principal causes of the city's

steady, consistent growth in population until it has become the sixth city in the

United States, and in the volume of its products until it has become the fifth.

Its growth in both directions has been entirely unhampered by conditions which

from time to time check or retard such growth in other centers of less diversified

activity.
of Cleveland

The banksA concededly are neither so numerous nor have they so large a

capital as those of Pittsburgh. Their history, however, well illustrates the

conservatism and safety of the business methods of this community. Banking methods

of Cleveland are traditionally sound and safe. Not a single failure of a national

bank has there occurred, nor has any depositor in any national bank ever suffered

the loss of a penny. The records of the Comptroller's office disclose that

similar statements cannot be made of Pittsburgh's banking business. This fact

is only referred to as indicative of the stability of banking conditions in

Cleveland, a fact which no doubt had much weight with the Organization Committee.

Comparisons between different cities cannot be made upon the basis of

reported bank clearances unless the accounting methods used in each instance are

known. For instance, Cincinnati, with its concededly lesser volume of business,

9.
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constantly reports larger bank clearings than Cleveland, while Pittsburgh exceeds

both. A roason sometimes assigned, and to some extent no doubt true, ie that there

are no stock exchanges in Cleveland which send a large volume of clearances from

day to day through its banks. Its business is almost wholly unspeculative. Com-

parisons, however, of fluctuations in bank clearances do furnish some indication

of the stability both of banking and general business in the cities in respect of

which they are studied, as well as of the steadiness of their growth.

Chart 5 attached to the Cleveland brief herein referred to is a diagram

illustrating the growth and fluctuations in clearances for the period of ten years

ending September 30, 1913. Mile Pittsburgh dhows a substantial growth in that

period, it is a growth accompanied by wide fluctuations indicating periods of

extreme depression in business as well as extreme stimulation. This is indicated by

the blue line upon the chart. The red line upon the same chart indicates the

regularity and steadiness of the Cleveland growth and illustrates in a graphic way

the temperamental difference in the two communities. Pittsburgh is"either prince

or pauper," while Cleveland moves steadily and conservatively onward.

At first blush it might seem that civic conditions, as distinguished

from conditions in banking and other business, might have little bearing upon the

question under discussion. Nevertheless such conditions are evidences of the

spirit pervading a. particular community and become reflected in the general business

of that community. The municipal affairs of Cleveland have always been free from

corruption or scandal, and its banking business has been likewise free from

scandal or entangling alliances, political or otherwise. Cleveland has the lowest

death rate among the large cities of the country, indicating careful and intelli-

gent municipal sanitation, though climatic conditions, of course, have their

influence. It was the first American city to initiate and begin putting into

effect a plan for grouping its great public buildings in a civic center. Its

experiments in charity and correction are attracting world wide attention and

serving as models to other communities. Its famous farm colony, Cleveland Federation

of Charity and Philanthropy, and its new "Cleveland Foundation" are examples of

these. Its unique street railway franchise has removed to a large extent from

public agitation a problem which, in other cities, is a constant source of dis-

turbance, both to banking and business conditions. Its citizenship expresses

10.
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ot only by vote, but also through civic and commercial organizations, in

ffective voluntary service for the improvement of labor and working condi-

n Cleveland is rendered most freely by a very large number of able men.

These conditions are, to a large extent, reasons for the vast growth

eveland, and their existence insures a future healthy condition and con-

ed growth, so that in the future, still more than at present, Cleveland is

ly to be the real center of the district.

We quote from the brief filed before the Organization Committee a few

ems concerning the relative growth of the two cities and their business in-

crests. Many other items might be furnished, but these are sufficient to indi-

ate the point in question. The ten year periods taken arc the most recent for

which data could be accurately obtained.

Percent of Increase.

Population, 1900-1910

Cleveland. Pittsburgh.

46.9 18.2

Post Office receipts, 1904-1913 116.4 107.5

Value of manufactures, 1899-1909 95.1 11.1

Clearing House exchanges, 1904.-1913 57.8 23.9
Deposits, all banks, 1904-1913 66.1 36.2

It is to be noted as to the population increase, that Pittsburgh, during the

period in question, absorbed Allegheny City with its large population, while

annexations to Cleveland account for less than 5% of its increase.

A census of manufactures is being taken during the current year,

and if anything like the relative increases indicated in the last census are

continued, as we believe will prove to be the fact, Cleveland will have far out-

stripped Pittsburgh in the line of manufactures.

There seems no reason why the history of these cities should not be

duplicated in the future, and Cleveland proceed along the lines of a conserva-

tive, steady growth, without feverishness or fluctuation, and maintain its

position as the logical location for the Reserve Bank of the District.

4. Satisfactory relation:: to entire District.

The brief of appellants states that "a much larger proportion of the

banking of the district is done in Pittsburgh than in Cleveland," and that

"there is a far greater need for the resources of a Federal Reserve Bank in

11.
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t Pittsburgh than in and about Cleveland."

The fact that the kind of business carried on at Pittsburgh and in

ry adjoining requires larger sums of money, is the cause of a larger

g business at that point. The demand for the money necessary to finance

business has been met in part by the investment of additional capital in

banking business, and in part by whatever inducements have been necessary

ivert, as far as possible, the deposits of interior banks to that point.

Appellants' brief substantially admits this practice on the part

the Pittsburgh banks, but the proof at the hearing before the Organization

ommittee distinctly refuted the statement of the brief, that the same thing

was true of Cleveland.

We again, however, call attention to the fact that if the statements

above quoted are true, they are not germane to the question at issue, which

is, in what city of District Number 4 will the Reserve Bank best serve the

interests of the entire District, instead of, what city has the greatest need to

borrow its funds. The interests of Pittsburgh and its immediate environs will

be as conveniently and fully served by the directors of the bank located at

Cleveland no they could be served if the bank were located in Pittsburgh, while, at

the same time, the entire district can be most conveniently cared for from the

place selected. We do maintain that the conditions existing at Cleveland,

finExciel, commercial, industrial and civic, as compared with those existing

in .any other city of the district, clearly indicate that the location of the

bank there by the Organization Committee is a wise location, and made in the

interests of the district and the system as a whole.

The fact stated in appellants' brief, that a certain number of banks

in the district have joined in the petition for the designation of Pittsburgh as

the reserve city, means nothing. No list of signing banks is given, but

a summary of the number which it in claimed have signed is given upon page 12

of the brief. Persistent drumming, such as has been done in this case, if

reports from time to time coming to us from various banks of the district are

to be credited, frequently obtains signatures as a matter of courtesy, especially

in view of the fact that ft greater number of the banks no doubt view the question

12.
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cally settled, and consider that their signstures are not of much

cc one way or the other. Cleveland banks have made no such efforts,

they sought the aid of other banks throughout the district in connec-

th this hearing. It is to be noted, however, of these signatures,

that 304 of them are Pennsylvania banks,--that is, banks located at or in close

touch

appe

that

vie

with Pittsburgh,--and that of the 462 banks outside of Pennsylvania,

llants have secured the signatures of but 172. It can well be imagined

the procuring of Pennsylvania signatures would be a very easy matter, in

w of local pride and interest.

It is submitted, therefore, that the convenient location of Cleveland,

ts closeness of touch with all parts of the district, the magnitude end diversity

f its interests, its conservative traditions, the steadiness and rapidity of

its growth, its business history, and particularly its banking history, make it

the logical selection of the Organization Committee as the location of the

Reserve Bank of District Number 4, and that there is nothing in the petition

or brief of appellants to furnish sufficient ground upon which your Honorable

Board could justifiably discredit or set aside the decision of that Committee.

That decision was reached after a most thorough consideration, not only of the

arguments presented by representatives of the cities then under consideration,

but of all the ascertainable facts having any bearing upon the decision.

Nothing could possibly be accomplished by a change beyond the mere gratification

of local pride, which is not a matter to be taken into account by your Honorable

Board.

Respectfully submitted,

J. J. SUL VAN,

Dy
Counsel.
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J.J. SULLIVAN, PRESIDENT

E.W.OGLEBAV,vICE PRESIDENT

C.E.SULLIVAN, vicE PRESIDENT

L.J. CAM ERON,VICE PRESIDENT

J.C.MCHANNAN,cAsHIER

C.L.CORCORAN,Ass'T CASHIER

/ f

Oct. 2nd, 1914

Hon. H. Parker Willis, Secretary,

Federal Reserve Board,

Washington, D.C.
Dear Sir:-

We are sending you today by parcel post,

special delivery, twenty printed copies of the brief

of the banks of Cleveland, in reply to the appeal

of the member banks of Pittsburg; togettier with seven

copies of the original brief presented by the Cleve-

land Committee to the Reserve Bank Organization Com-

mittee on February 17th, which we trust will reach

you promptly,and will be entirely satisfactrry.

very truly yours,
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J.J. SULLIVAN, PRESIDENT L.J. CAM ERON,vIcE PRESIDENT ,
E.W.OGLEBAY,VICE PRESIDENT J.C.McHANNAN,CASHIER 

IC.E.SU LLIVAN, VICE PRESIDENT C.L.CORCORAN,ASS.TCASHIER

October 1st, 1914.

Hon. H. Parker Nillis,

Secretary, Federal Reserve Board,

Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:-

OCT 6 - 1914

I have the honor to submit herewith the brief of the

member banks of Cleveland in reply to the appeal of the member

banks of Pittsburgh.

Twenty printed copies of this brief, together with seven

additional copies of the original brief presented by the Cleveland

Committee to The Reserve Bank Organization Committee on February

17th, will be forwarded by mail tomorrow, October 2nd. I trust

that this will meet the requirements of the Board, as stated in

Regulation No. 1, and in your letter of the 25th ultimo, transmit-

ting copies of the Pittsburgh petition and brief to Mr. F. W. Wardwell,

President of the Cleveland Clearing House Association.

Very respectful

resen
of

ember banks
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5to7Lbur 4,8, 1914.

On buhalf of tho Foderul Resurvo Board,
receipt la aoknowloduc.; of your 1.11rmsdi,...11up-
Umber Lothiamwuf:oing thu duJiznation of

Sullivn to act for mumbor banka in Cluvo-
land, in -the matter of the app. of Pittuburii
to be nand au tho FudQral RQatirea city for
DiJtriiA ho. 4. Ccipie3 f it ourc&ritsfKnd
ptAition wor4 L'i41(4d to Ltr. 2ulliyan on 7.0eptem-
bur Z5th in rouponou to advi3o fro: 1 Ur. 7raGic
j. Watil;o11 that Ur. 3uLiivtn nAd boon chc3un
UJ C1Qvulands3 r...ruaantAti)u.

Respectfully,

At. Secretary.

Ur. Goorde S. RuJaell, Vi PrL.sident,The Bank of Oommrco,
Clevuland, Ohio.
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GAPITAL AND SURPLUS $ 3000,000.00.

TIIE RAN W COMM E
oEuitGE A.GAilitETsox, PRESIDENT.
liEMIGE S. RUSSELL, !ST VICE PRESIDENT.

SANII:EL 72 NI,VICE PRESIDENT.

ILAVADE.:Siti) VICE PRESIDENT.

WILLIAM C. CAINE, CASIIIF,R.

GEOR6F.: LI. HALL. ASSTCASIIIEU.

E7. Il. %V. BOURNE., Atm Iron.

RECEIVED
op,O, A Nle4
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f
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SEE 23 1914

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.

WESTERN -RESERVE BUILDING. DEPOSITORY OF

THE UNITED STATES.

CLENINAN1),(). Sept. 26, 1914

Secretary Federal Reserve Board,

Vashington, D. C.

Sir:

In reply to your 1_!-Ltg:_si_ligti40441417_,

23rd.\ We beg to advise you that on the 23rd inst.,

J. J. Sullivan was unanimously designated a rep-

resentative to act for member Bunks in tlds City,

in the matter of the appeal of Pittsburgh, regard-

ing the Federal Reserve City of District No.4, and

the same is certified to by the President of the

Cleveland Clearing House Association on the same

date.

, •-•
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Sertober 25th, 1914.

SIR:

This office is in receipt of due notice
from the banks of Cleveland, Ohio, which are members
of the FedorAl Reserve Bank of Cleyolund that Col. J.
J. Sullivan has been designated as,representative of
Cleveland to act at the hearing of the petition of the
City of Pittsburg requesting that Pittsburg be assigned
as the Federal Reserve City for District No. 4 in place
of Cleveland.

Due note of this fast has boon made on the
records of this office, and th!Jre is enolosed here-
with copy of petition and urief filed by the City of
Pittsburg. Your attention is directed to the fact
that under the conditions cont:Uned in the method of
procedure adopted by the FecLral Reserve Board, any
reply brief which you may desit%; to file on behalf
Of Cleveland should be submitted within seven days
from this date.

Upon receipt of your reply ,,rief, the .latter
will be subnitted to the Federal Reser7e:Board and a
date fixed for oral arzument„ of which date you will
be duly notified.

Respectfully,

Secretary.

lir. Frank W. Wardwell, President,
Cleveland Gloarin U U30 Asf,ociu.t'on,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Eno.
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Gent1oNvii:
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to th& ict t'llz t. it will to
thiban',4.53of C1eye1an4.1 ivenioh are Liti*Oliaars
r' tTeciora2 Ravervo r.tyntem tdLj eolc.iot
a ropresontative to appear aa..1. answer the
potItion Pittsburc'A. to h-;i6 that
(1684;3A:bed ea Vila Federal. 3.1.6serve City f or
Diatri.ot 1To. 4, in placf; of.' 0_, .nd.

elc-,'olt:IAA de.1.1.ms to file L.-n.
answer or a reply brie. : to Pittsburgh's
retition t$ bri, thismc.ttor :Aloul.Li be
given prowpt attention.
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Brzfy: of. ctre. Nz.tl Associrtion„
CitVL Ohio.
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\FEDLRAL RESERVE BOARD 
F.11:L.:

---

&-tptember 23, 1914.

Gentlemen:

Tour attention is again called to
the fact . 111.1t it will be necessary for the
banks of C1o7eland vhich are members of the
Federal Reaerve nstem to °elect a represent-
ative to appear aryl anl!wer the petiticn of
Pitteb7Ar3h to have that city desinated as
the FedortAl Remt”.vo Cty for District No. 4,
in pla'co of Clovciand.

If Cleveland deiros to file an
annwer or a reply brief to P3ttsburgh's
petition and 'caicif, this natter oould be
given prorat attention.

Respectfully,

Socretary.

Central N-_Ltional Bank,
Cleveland, Ohio.
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FEDLRAL RESERVE BOARD FILE

3eptcuar 23, 1914.

GonUoulon:

Yaw* 44ti.an-1.1.cal if; 4gE--in 0,11ad
Lc.) ii at Cult it will bo uoz;us3,•,r;,-
for th o Clove's-wad which aro
. anibors of ti 9dar...1 rozorva ny:.; ttr.2
3;;O r)siaot a ropreontativc to uppoux

tho 1-,atition of Pitt..*.7argh
1-14..1.ve d,ezie,-az.stoci tho

.1 71 C.Ity DIstrizt No. 4,
in place oi Cleveland.

If Cievowai *4(.4 *Clio zal
.rt AL': Ur L. i;

pe 4'1 i.41tta mt 40 1- Jhuuld

Olevalaad Wt.ltional Bonk.
Clovo1aaa, Ohio.

Sooratary.
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FEDERAL RESERVE HOARD HEE

Septambor 23, 1914.

lni-olernen:

Your rAtention is ag:I.in callod
to the fnot t1r7t it 7:111 b., nee -fa:174.r/ :or
the bsn/cs of O1avu.L.:.1ud which aro autLbers
of the Fedeml Rszerve system to salact
a reprasentutive to uppwar ana anzwer
petition of Pittsburgh to have that city

a tht: Yc:ieral Deserve City or
Distrlat No. 4, in p1:L‘:* of Cloveland,

If Clevald Czoirrm to f.115 Lul
tJilAcitourVs

. ,.f:L • x11 y,

Pitt; t Nut ionL.3. 13211.zo
Olovolaiel, Ohio.

Si t :2%17
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FEDLRAL RESERVE BOARD HLE

Saptezber 230 1V14:.

GC 4: 1 n

Ycur r6tteuticli i a1nc.q..,Iled to
the fact ti•ItIt it will be nacessary for the
ly,.,111,s2 of Ciewaanj &JAI, mer17.)tfrz of, the
Jr'lncoorvA ey3tel:1 to solezt a repre-
enteivo to avpaar anavrJr Cite petition
of Pittritnr7h to I•vve !;21.ilt city desiznutad

t7aa ndarta 2.1z)zorT:1- City :for DIArlot
MI, 4, :It, y.1.!.,r,•3 07 cl.rrelizt -,..
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.AL RESERVE BOARD HI_EI

5eptemb0r 23, 191%

Gontlarian:

Your Rttention in ar7tAn callod to
tho i&ot that it will be nocaoaary 2or tho
banks; af C19vol=4 which aro mymbars of the
Federal Rauerw system to select a repre-
sentative to appetx and answer tho petition
of Pittbburg:h to 'nave that aity designated
ez the l'Fdarza iln.sorn City fcr r5,ctriot
No. 4, In Flg.co f•T. C1ev3lan1.

I: Cler.:T-.2..4 dc3iruz to :Ci17.)
voissver or 1. n:::71-..; b. i Pi-64)t3
p.)Lition aaa brisi, timi . tior ba
givaa provIt r4t3ntiun.

ResrGoMlly,

3:1titxvil CurlierfAul Bank,
Cleveland, Ohio.

$3oretnry.
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GEO. H.WORTHINGTON, PRESIDENT

E. R. FA NCH ER. VICE PRESIDENT

G.A.COU LION. VICE PRESIDENT

W. E.WA RD, CASHIER

W. C. SA U NDERS, ASSISTANT CASHIER

E. E. CRESWELL, ASSISTANT CASHIER

S •

V E4sAinionAational ill
CAPITAL $1,600,000. SURPLUS $1,000,000.
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Itsi-trl ti Sept. 23rd, 1914.

Mr. H. Parker Willis, Secretary,

Federal Reserve Board,

Washington, D.,C.

Sir: A 1,

Referrtng 41.yor commUnication of Sept. 15th 4n3.
4 „i•

copy of Regulatio N 2 1 en."losed, we beg to advise you that

at a meeting of the ClevAand Clearing House Association held
r:rA'

on the 22nd, Mr. J. J. Sullivan, President of the Central

National Bank, was selected as a representative to appear for

the National Banks of this City, and to whom the petitions

and briefs may be sent from your office.

Respe

F-M

Vice-President.
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IFIW-RAL RESERVE BOARD FtLE

Septwaber 23, 1914.

Gentlemen:

Your attention is again called to
the fact that it will be necessary for the
banks of Cleveland tehich are members of the
Fddaml Reserve systma to select a reprosont-
tivo to pL:e,r f,4AJ answor tv,:petition of

Pittsburg7h to lryfe V.It city drYlintod Lv.1
1:011r1 110n,)rvo City M.7.- T_Yrtriot

A '1. 110 'ar:

0.10170 ' ' -17 i 0 •

fal I:sr:10r or xtrly bri ' ' .• '7

potItion and briai7, t1.i: -

-7.iven prompt attonticn.

Rospootfuliy,

Union 11:-ti ,L.a Br;.
Cleveland, Ohio.

Secretary.
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WHERE WRITTEN:

TREASUlk DEPARTMENT TELEAAM.
FA.SERVE Nh,

Washington,

rEDIMAL ITMERV2 BOARD

PRESITIVT TICE-1 CEIT.ITML 7.11:2101.12,1, ILANK
Clovelawl,

I 2.2 0-5-5' 3

S371 :).r 23, 191/7—

Tour tologrm 2lut.1 PopnloGntatixl of Clovoland

nay awoar at oral arApnant In porucn cdr by Cot.Inool.

H. PARKER WILLIS,

Sec,ratEwy.

OFFICIAL BUSINESS.
GOVERNMENT RATES. 01 f lc ial *

CHARGE TREASURY DEPARTMENT, APPROPRIATION FOR 
2-6827 The appropriation from which payable must be stated on above line. DEPARTMENTAL STOCK FORM 2 I 28.

e","
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CLEARING HOUSE ASSOCIATIIIION\
C. E. COLLINS, MANAGER 

11 rt-1 VI E 
1-ILE

THE CLEVELAND

A A • A

CLEVELAND, September 22nd 1914

Federal Reserve Board,
H.Parker Willis, Secretary,

Washington.

Sir,

At a fullj attended meeting of the Cleveland
Clearinc; House Association, held this day, Col.J.
J.Suilivan was unanimously selected to represent
the member bans of Cleveland in accordance with

?
your circular letterfof the 15th instant.

The petitions and briefs filed by the mem-
ber banks of Pittsburgh, mentioned in said circu-
lar letter, should be sent to Col J J Sullivan in
care of the Central National Bank, Cleveland.

Certified,

RECEIVED'
epolz47.

•6 12 1°4,

L./ e- • 3
▪ -;

tpT
13

,,l
lir

SE, 2L, 3(4

Respectfully,

Prest., Cleve.Clear.House Assn.

Sec reta

• •

Y•

••
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HON H PARKER

CLEVELAND OHIO 21
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WILLIS SECRETARY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD WASHINGTON DC

IN YOUR CIRCULAR REGULATION ONE REFERENCE IS MADE TO ORAL

ARGUMENTS BY COUNSEL WOULD THANK YOU TO EXPALN 'AS TO

NIVT H ER T4 REPRESENTATIVE CHOSEN BY' CLEVELAND BANKS MUST ACT AS

SUCH COUNSEL OR M'AY HE EMPLOY COUNSEL

J J SULLIVAN

PREST THE CENTRAL NATIONAL BANK'
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TREASUW DEPARTMENT TELE*AM.

WHERE WRITTEN:

RESERVE BANK ORGANIZATIOIT CC? ITTEE.

Bank of Commerce N. A.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Your teleGrami Oral argurnmy,t

OFFICIAL BUSINESS.
GOVERNMENT RATES.

CHARGE TREASURY DEPARTMENT, APPROPRIATION FOR 

2-6827 The appropriation from which payable must be statol on above line.

TOS

Washington,D, C.

3ePtember net

E.D1:01 _‘IiSE.M E. BO 
NPID V tt

1-41_72
--

be presented by counsel.

Offictial.

Cl

DEPARTMENTAL  STOCK FORM 2 1 28.
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Wrea.5urtI pepartment

1",ELEGIRAM

CLEVELAND Ohio Sep A 21 1914

The Governor Federal Reserve Board,

Washington D C

We beg answer by wire to inquiry our telegram seventeenth instant
regarding regulation number one of August tliferity eighth.

-Bank of Commerce N A

CEP 2 1 
,

IliT3ak Or,. 
C01174i!1o

105pm
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WEgTE UNION ,

NIGH TTE' R
THEO. N. VAIL, PRESIDENT

1'orn1 2:259 13

It CAME

71P RC 45 NL

CLEVELAND OHIO SEPT 17 1914

THE GOVERNOR

0.'13
I r taLi

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD WASHINGTON DC

17 El 9 53

REGARDING REGULATION NUMBER ONE OF AUGUST TWENTY EIGHTH NINETEEN HUNDRED

FOURTEEN PLEASE ADVISE AS TO REPRESENTATIVE THAT MAY BE APPOINTED

BY BANKS HERE BEING REQUIRED IN ADDITION TO FILING HIS

BRIEF TO PRESENT THE ORAL ARGUMENT OR CAN ORAL ARGUMENT

BE PRESENTED BY HIS _c_putp_

BANK OF COMMERCE N A

953P
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Soptorbor 15, 1914.

fIentlerient

For ycur informItion an,1 guidance
I an enclosing horevith a copy Of Regulation
No. lo p-ole.er..73).tyr; +.110 procedure in appol.le
from_ -the decision of t Reserve Bank Or7in-
izat4.on

You are 11,3eaby notified that the
menibar IlinIca of the city oe Pittst:Jrr;h h-tve
flied 1:(?+,4.t.lon LOUCf3tif1 t1 tPittsblirgh
be ,3,Ystgnits.1 to the :,-61,11ral •aserre City °Or
Metric% !To. ?1!--tee010 Cioveland. You

re.v.163:te.1 co nelect 70preq9ntittive to
ap?ear for Cleveland to ,rthor, the petitions
and brief 3 17 il 1. be prormtli,r sent.

11,13peltrivi1y,

Secretary.

Union Nat onal Bank,
Clev&J. Inc! , Ohio. •
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I

September 15„ 1914.

aentlernont

For yrur information and guidance
I am eneosir Irorith a copy cf Regulation
No. lo preecribing the proceduro in appeals
from the ciecloim of the Renbrve B.Ink 0,-g!Ln-
izati.on Committee.

you zAre horoby n t.fo4 that the
rp,mber banks of Plit city of Pittsburgh have
f510-1 t. ,2etition reNe3ting t1,-t Pittsturgh
1;3 dosignated af) Vie Federal 7!eeerve City of
Di9t-1ct No. 4, in pl-:xe of Cleveland. You
Ire requsoted to select a representative to
appear for ClevelAnd, to ')or tile petitions
raid briefs be pronptly

Respectfully,

Secretary.

National City Bank of
Cleveland, 0113o.
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\

September 15, 1014.

Gentlemen:

.or our inforriation and guidance
T am onolcning 17crowith a copy of Regulation
/To-. 1, proarfon the procedure in appaale
fron the dlcision of the neaerve Bank Organ—
ization ComAttoo.

You A-ii0 htoy notlfiod thtt the
Tom:lor banle of the city of Pit)uri7h hive
fledL pntlIticLn requeatir: that Pittuburgh
be Ineir;mi.ted to the Vedrxal Reserve City of
District No. 4, in 111;lce of Cleveland. You
are rcrilmstocl to nelect re.re2remintatIve to
appear for Cleveland, to ,Jrion the T.)otiti..)ne
and briefs will be promptly

Reeectfully,

Secretary.

National or firnial Balk,
Cleveland, Ohio.

(
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- -9\r BOARD

So-Itor")rx 15, 1914.

ontleren:

ror your information ant 7,uld:Ince
am enc1osi reith-a copy of Regulation

Nu. 1, :Tencril)inf7, the procedure in appeals
fron the locislon of Ue Relsrve Bank Organ—
ization CommIttee.

You 'Ire hereby mIti4,ied that the
rember banks of the cfity CI' Pittsburgh have
filed a petition requesting that Pittsburgh
be desigmtte(1 an the rederal Reserve City of
District NG. in plaoe of Cleveland. You
are requested to nelsot a representAive to
appear for Clovelanl to V1!.6r, thn petitions
and briefs will be promptly sent.

nespectfull-;„

Secuetar:t.

Clevola.ad NationU Blnk,
Me-relanr!„

• ;;.ew
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September 15, 1914.

GentloI-on:

For yiJir infornation and guichnce
I an enclosing herowith a copy of Regulation
No. 1, proseribin7 the procedure in appeals
from the decision of tho floserve 'lank OrgAn—
ization Comittoo.

You ro 11,7reby notifiod that the
member bttnks of the city of Pittsburgh have
filed a petiticn requestirr that PittsburT;h
be designated an the Federal Reserve City of
District No. 4, in place of Cleveland. You
are requestryl to select a rcTresentative to
appeal for Cleveland, to whor the petitions
and briefs vill be promptly sent.

Rospectetia44

Focrntary.

Bank of Con orce Nat'l Ansoci_ttion,..
Clovel Ohio.
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September 150 1914.

Contlement

For your informtion and guidance
I am dnclooing herevith a copy of Regulation
No. 1, peo2orthIng the procedure in appall°
from the deolsicn of the leserve Bulk Org'tn—
izatIon Comittoo.

You aro notified that the
re6bor banks of the cl.ty otPIttsburgh hive
filed a petition requesting that Pitt3burgh
be designatod An the 7ederul Reserve City of
Pletrict No. 4, in ”lace of Cleveland. You
aro requestod o elect a representative to
appear for Cleveland, to whom the petitions
and briefs vrill be promptly sent.

Rewestfully„

Secretary.

Firnt flati.onal pink,
CloveL,nd, (Thio.

re,
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September 15, 1914.

Gentlemen:

For TAIL.* information and r.,,uidance
ar onclening hero.::Ith a copy of Regualtion

No. 1, presTibing the procedure in appeals
fror the decisicm of the Reserve Bank Organ—
ization Gmamittee.

You arg lieceby notified that the
11(v - or banks of the city of Pittnburgh have
fied it petition asking that Pittsburgh be
dostnAted as the Federal :nom-ye City of
DI.stict No. 4, in place of ClovelAnd. You
are requested to select a repro3ontAtIve to
appear for Cleveland to whom the petiticns
and briefs will be promptly sent.

Respectfully,

Secretary.

Central National Bank,
Cleveland, Ohio.

nrs

IVESEIX\a..
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Territory and
data for

District 5

To the Reserve Bank Organization Committee:

We suggest the division of the United States into eleven Federal
Reserve Districts, approximately as outlined on the map which we
submit for your consideration.

We believe that the purposes of the Federal Reserve Act cannot
be well served with a smaller number of districts. Any attempt
to limit the number further we think would necessitate either over-
whelming banks in the great financial centers, or districts covering
too large areas throughout the rest of the country.

We have outlined each of the districts with regard to "the con-
venience and customary course of business," attempting also to have
each as self-contained as possible with respect to borrowing needs
and lending power, and to divide the resources of the country
equitably if not equally. The smallest banks of the eleven we
suggest will serve districts that are certain to grow in financial
strength. We have suggested the location of the bank in each
district in a city which seems to us to be now or potentially the
trade center, readily accessible, and with adequate commercial and
financial strength; and we believe these qualifications are best
indicated, not merely by present size and position, but also, and
perhaps more reliably, by the rate and character of recent growth.

The districts we suggest are each described on a schedule
which we have designated as "Exhibit A," the headquarters being
as follows: District 1, Boston; District 2, New York; District 3,
Philadelphia; District 4, Richmond; District 5, Cleveland; District
6, Atlanta; District 7, Chicago; District 8, St. Louis; District 9,
Dallas; District 10, Minneapolis; District 11, San Francisco.

In District No. 5 we have included the entire state of Ohio, nine
counties in western New York, including Buffalo and Rochester,
twenty-five counties in western Pennsylvania, including Pittsburgh
and Johnstown, the four counties constituting the "Panhandle"
of West Virginia, including Wheeling, and nineteen counties of
southeastern Michigan, including Detroit, Lansing and Bay City.
Within this district are national banks having a total capital and
surplus of $230,360,000 which would be members of a Federal
District bank with a capital of $13,800,000. The deposits of these
banks aggregate $1,042,000,000. The state banks in the District
have capital and surplus aggregating $251,300,000, and deposits of
$1,336,000,000. The population of the district, according to the
census of 1910, was 10,287,292.
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We believe it is obvious that a district in the north between
New York and Chicago is absolutely necessary to limit the
tremendous banking power acquired by those two centers of finance
under our old law, as well as to enable each of those centers to
serve its own community best. The District Reserve Banks in New
York and Chicago will necessarily be greater than any others, even
when such a midway district is established. We believe it essential,
however, to attach to other centers as much territory as can
reasonably be separated from the New York district, and some of
the territory which under the old conditions has centered its bank-
ing in Chicago.

Fortunately, between these two great centers there lies a natural
district, which we believe is as cohesive in its industries, commerce,
exchanges and financial problems as can be found anywhere in the
world in a like area. This is the great iron and steel producing
territory centering in northern Ohio, a district which has such
manufacturing advantages in varied lines, added to great mineral
and agricultural resources, that it has developed a remarkable diversity
of industries and commerce, loosely allied, not discordant, yet
offering a distribution of financial requirements which approaches
the ideal.

This district has become so great in manufacturing that its
agricultural resources are often forgotten. Census figures show,
for example, that Ohio ranks fifth among the states in number of
farms, sixth in value of farm property, sixth in production of corn,
fifth in tons of hay produced, sixth in value of potatoes grown,
third in production of wool, sixth in pounds of butter produced,
sixth in gallons of milk, third in dozens of eggs; and the list might
be extended. But the meeting of bituminous coal and iron ore in
this district has made it pre-eminent in most forms of iron and
steel production, the great barometer of business; Ohio is fourth
in production of bituminous coal, and second in production of
pig-iron. This region or district has moreover such advantages for
the distribution as well as production of so many articles of manu-
facture, not only those using iron and steel as their chief materials,
that it has taken on chief importance as an industrial district. The
census shows in this district nine manufacturing cities of more than
100,000 population, as follows (in order of rank): Cleveland, Pitts-
burgh, Detroit, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Rochester, Columbus, Toledo
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and Dayton. These cities alone produce annually manufactures
valued at more than $1,500,000,000. The census lists of leading
classes of products in these cities show a remarkable diversity.
Among the classes showing the greatest value of products in each
city are the following:

Foundry and machine-shop products
Primary iron and steel
Automobiles and automobile parts
Packing-house products
Soap
Men's and women's clothing
Boots and shoes
Printing and publishing
Petroleum refining
Flour and grist mill products
Bakery products
Coffee and spice roasting and grinding
Tobacco manufactures
Malt and spirituous liquors
Brass and bronze products

We believe it is demonstrable that the seasonal demands for

loans in the commerce and industries of this district are as evenly

distributed throughout the year as would be possible in any district

that could be outlined anywhere. Even were the district limited

to iron and steel manufactures, the demand would be distributed

by the very fact that the processes are all carried on within its

borders, from unloading of iron ore to assembling the most highly

finished products. For example, the season of the year when Cleve-

land has the least demands for loans on its industries, particularly

its ore, pig-iron and primary steel, is the very season when Detroit

has its greatest demands for financing its automobile products.

We might multiply instances, but we believe the probability that the

district is likely to be always self-reliant is indicated sufficiently by

a table and accompanying chart which we have prepared and marked

"Table A" and "Chart I," showing percentage of reserves in each of

the reserve cities in this district at the date of each comptroller's call

for a period of three years.

With all the diversity of industry, commerce and agriculture

in this district, there is nevertheless a certain relation even between

the most diverse. In Cleveland, for example, our women's wear

manufacturers not only employ other producing members of the
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families of our machinists, but some of our largest foundries are
owned by textile goods manufacturers; and other inter-relations
make for understanding of each other's problems, and mutual
helpfulness. We believe that the bankers of all the district we have

outlined would have sympathetic understanding, if not absolute

knowledge, of the financia. 1 problems of all the manufacturers,

miners, farmers and merchants of the district. Now this would

not be true if the district were to include much of the tobacco and

cotton territory south of the Ohio River, where the agricultural,

commercial and industrial conditions are utterly divergent from

those of Ohio. We think there would be a lack of mutuality which

would be likely to affect the southern territory unfavorably, because

of the preponderance of northern problems and requirements, and

the probable majority of northern stockholders and directors.

The location of the bank to serve this district will doubtless

lie between Cleveland and Cincinnati, because the other large cities

within the district are so near its eastern and western boundaries.

However, Pittsburgh has also claimed to be able to serve Ohio.

Your choice lies possibly between these three. You will, of course,

select the city which can, in your judgment, best serve the district.

It is our purpose in this presentation to assist you in forming a

correct judgment; we shall try to avoid mere local pride, and present

only the facts and figures that have convinced us, as we think they

must convince you, that the business interests of this district would

be best served by locating the headquarters bank at Cleveland.

We are frank enough to say that no city in this district can sub-

stantiate the claim, as Chicago can for instance, that the great

bulk of the trade of the proposed district centers there. So if you

establish a district with Ohio as its great nucleus, you will doubtless

place the bank in the city that best meets the following requirements:

(1) Satisfactory communication throughout the district.

(2) Proximity to center of traffic and exchanges of the district.

(3) Financial, commercial, industrial and civic strength in itself.

(4) Satisfactory relations with the entire district.

We shall confine our evidence to a comparative showing for the

three cities under each of these four heads. The few essential facts

and figures have been compiled with great care, accuracy being

sought at whatever cost; and we believe they are absolutely reliable.
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(1) Communication: It is probable that the communication
throughout the district from any one of the three cities would be
satisfactory to serve the purpose of the bank. It is certainly true
that a letter mailed from Rochester, Johnstown, Cincinnati or
Saginaw, cities in the remotest parts of the district, at the close of
banking hours on one day would reach Cleveland in time to receive
attention at the beginning of banking hours on the next day; and
this would even be true of most, if not all, communities of eastern
Kentucky and eastern Tennessee, if the district should extend so
far south. It is worthy of note, furthermore, that a letter mailed at
the close of banking hours at any one of seven of the other District
Reserve Cities indicated on our map, would reach Cleveland in time
to receive attention during the following morning.

Moreover, we believe it can be shown that Cleveland can be
reached more quickly, by most of the people in the district, than
either of the other cities. The debatable territory, so to speak, is all
within the state of Ohio; it is obvious that Pittsburgh can be
reached by Pennsylvania towns more quickly than can Cleveland or
Cincinnati; it is obvious that Cincinnati could be reached by towns
in Kentucky more quickly than Cleveland, if Kentucky were
included in the district; it is obvious that Cleveland can be reached
by the Michigan and New York points more quickly than either of
the other cities. But Ohio lies between the three cities. Of the
thirty-seven cities of Ohio containing a population of 10,000 or
more in 1910 (taken as indicating density of population) seventeen,
with a total population of 1,130,000, can reach Cleveland most
quickly; fourteen cities, with a population of 902,000, can reach
Cincinnati most quickly, and six, with a population of 105,000, can
reach Pittsburgh most quickly. Fifteen of these cities, with a
population of 1,064,000, are a longer journey from Pittsburgh than
from either Cincinnati or Cleveland; seventeen, with a population

of 427,000, are furthest from Cincinnati; while only four, with a
population of 78,000, are furthest from Cleveland. To make the
point clearer by a system of scoring, if 100 points are allowed for

the quickest communication, and fifty for the second quickest, the

score is: Cleveland 2,350, Cincinnati 1,550, and Pittsburgh 1,350.

(2) Location with respect to center of traffic and ex-

changes: There are eighty-eight counties in Ohio. The popula-

tion of the forty-four counties north of a line drawn approximately

through the center of the state is 2,547,721; of the forty-four southern
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counties, 2,219,400. Density of traffic, which means density of

exchanges, can be indicated fairly by railroad facilities for handling

the traffic. There are forty main-line tracks in service on the rail-

roads traversing the northern part of Ohio, and twenty-three main-

line tracks for the railroads traversing the southern part. In the

north half of the state, ten railroads have two or more main-line

tracks; in the south half, only three have as many as two main-

line tracks. The total double-track mileage in Ohio, as shown by

the most recent map of the Ohio Public Service Commission, is

2,107 miles. Of this double-track mileage, more than 1,468 miles, or

nearly seventy per cent., lies in the northern forty-four counties;

not quite 639 miles, or a little over thirty per cent., is in the south

half of the state.

With respect to the railroad situation of Cleveland in this part

of the state, it is only necessary to say that every eastern trunk

line of the United States enters Cleveland, and that the city is on

the principal travel highway between New York and Chicago. More-

over, and equally important, Cleveland is on the most direct

line from the iron ore of the northern states to the bituminous coal

deposits of this district. Practically all of the shipping carrying

the iron ore trade of the lakes (amounting to 50,000,000 tons last

year) is directed from Cleveland, and about eighty per cent. of the

great fleets of vessels engaged in the ore and coal trade are managed

at Cleveland. You doubtless have in mind the fact that the tonnage

through the Detroit River to and from Lake Erie ports is greater

than the total port tonnage of New York, London and Liverpool

combined. Furthermore, the value of this tonnage, as estimated by

the United States Government Engineer at Detroit, was more than

$800,000,000 in 1910, a far greater sum than the total reported by the

census for the value of both the agricultural and manufactured

products of the states of Kentucky and Tennessee combined. This

indicates the unreliability of the argument that Cleveland is a less

desirable center for this district because it has the lake to the north.

The lake is a far more valuable source of business and exchanges

than most equal areas of land. The Great Lakes furnish the cheapest

freight haul in the world, so that the iron ore, coal and limestone

for the production of pig-iron can be assembled on the south shore

of Lake Erie more cheaply than in any other of the great furnace

districts in the north. We note also that nearly all the cities you

have been considering as locations for district banks are situated,
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not in the geographic centers of their districts, but at the points
where lines of communication center, which happen to be, in most
cases, at or near one edge of each district; and especially when any
district has any frontage on navigable water, the trade of the
district is likely to seek a port city.

(3) Financial, commercial, industrial and civic strength:
Cleveland is the largest city between the Atlantic seaboard and
Chicago, and its population is exceeded by only three cities of the
seaboard—New York, Philadelphia and Boston—and two cities
of the interior, Chicago and St. Louis. The United States Census
of Manufactures for 1909 shows that the value of the manufactured
product of Cleveland is exceeded only by that of four cities, New
York, Chicago, Philadelphia and St. Louis. Cleveland's rapid
growth to this position is due largely to its strategic location and
transportation facilities, which have been the chief of its manu-
facturing advantages. These natural and economic advantages,
aided by individual enterprise and the application of intelligent
public spirit in co-operative effort, have produced the phenomenal
but steady and substantial advance of Cleveland among the cities
of the country. In 1850 Cleveland was forty-third in population
rank; today it is the Sixth City.

As indicating the volume of trade now centering in Cleveland,
we give below a table of a few of the leading commodities handled
by Cleveland business houses, with the approximate volume of
annual business conducted through Cleveland banks in each line, as
estimated from reports furnished by a large number of leading
business houses, or from most recent census reports. The financial
needs of all of these lines are distributed over a large part of the year.

Commodity Annual volume
Iron ore $64,000,000
Bituminous coal . 56,000,000
Petroleum and its products, etc. 33,500,000
Lumber 13,500,000
Stone . . . 13,000,000
Grain and hay • • 19,000,000
Live stock and packing-house products 40,000,000
Primary iron and steel products . . 36,000,000
Foundry and machine shop products . . 48,000,000
Automobiles and automobile parts and accessories

(manufactured) * . • • • • • • • 43,000,000
Men's and women's wearing apparel (factory product) . 32,000,000

* Part of this total is probably included in the value of "foundry and
machine-shop products."
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We believe that the selection of normal trade centers for the

districts you establish can be made almost unerringly by a study

of the rate and character of growth of the chief cities in each

district. The present size, trade importance and financial con-

dition of the cities considered are of course most important factors;

but you are planning for the future as well as the present, and

growth is, we believe, a clearer index of probable strength than

present size, if the two factors do not coincide. -We believe, there-

fore, that we can best aid you in selecting the headquarters for this

district by showing the history of recent growth in Cleveland,

Pittsburgh and Cincinnati.

Before considering the figures of financial growth, you should

be advised that since the enactment of the national banking law

Cleveland is unique among these three cities in having reported not

one single failure of a national bank; no depositor in any national

bank in Cleveland has lost one penny.

In order to limit as severely as possible the figures which we

feel must be brought to your attention, we have confined our

evidence of relative growth to a very few index items. These are

not chosen for the reason that they favor Cleveland; we believe

that all the recorded data would indicate equally well the indisputa-

ble fact of Cleveland's advance; but we believe the following

items will be sufficient for reliable comparison. For each item we

give the precentages of increase for the most recent ten-year periods

for which authoritative data are available, as follows:
Cleveland Cincinnati Pittsburgh

Population, 1900-1910 . 46.9 11.8 18.2

Postoffice receipts, 1904-1913 . . 116.4 61.3 107.5

Value of manufactures, 1899-1909 . 95.1 37.3 11.1

Clearing House exchanges, 1904-1913 57.8 16.1 23.9

Deposits, all banks, 1904-1913 . . 66.1 37.5 36.2

Tables B, C, D, E and F, and Charts II, III, IV, V and VI,

which we offer in evidence, show clearly the annual growth of the

three cities as indicated by these items.

Civic conditions may seem to be a minor point in your con-

sideration of a purely economic problem, but we believe they

have a very distinct bearing. Cleveland has a deserved reputation

for freedom from "graft" in its municipal affairs; .but that is

a negative virtue, and is perhaps only a minor evidence of the

alert progressive spirit which is constantly manifested by the great

body of our citizens and their leaders in many ways. For example,
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Cleveland enjoys the lowest death rate among the large cities

of the country, due in part to climatic conditions, but also in

large part to intelligent municipal sanitation. Cleveland was the

first American city actually to begin putting into effect a great

plan for grouping its public buildings in a "civic center."

Cleveland's experiments in charities and correction are attracting

world-wide attention and serving as models for other communities;

the famous Cooley Farm Colony, the Cleveland Federation for

Charity and Philanthropy, and the new "Cleveland Foundation"

are examples. In Cleveland has been evolved the unique street

railway franchise (which may be credited largely to the work of the

late Mayor Tom L. Johnson and the late United States Judge

Robert W. Tayler) the essential features of which are the control

of service by the city, the kind of service the people's representa-

tives require at a rate of fare which will pay its cost plus 6%

upon an arbitrated valuation; and the consequent satisfaction of

the people because a problem is solved which in other cities is a

constant source of disturbance of both business and banking

conditions. The citizenship of Cleveland expresses itself not only

at the polls, but also through civic and commercial organizations,

in which effective voluntary service for the improvement of living

and working conditions in Cleveland is rendered most freely by

a very large number of able men.

These facts we cite as reasons for the growth of Cleveland in

the past, and as evidence of its healthy condition and probable

continued growth; so that in the future, still more than at present,

Cleveland is likely to be the undisputed trade center of this

district.

Rivalry of (4) Relations with District: It is natural that in a district
three cities like this the smaller communities and rural territory would all prefer

to be attached to the nearest large city, with which trade relations

are closest; and it is natural, too, that none of the three cities under

consideration should name either of the others even as a second

choice, because there has been a friendly but intense rivalry be-

tween these cities. Since Cleveland continues to outgrow the

other two, we believe that it should not be subordinated to either.

Yet Pittsburgh and Cincinnati cannot be expected to yield un-

grudged precedence to their successful rival for pre-eminence in the

middle west.
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Commercial
and financial

allegiance

Conclusion

But the business men of all this district enjoy friendly, profit-
able and even cordial relations with each other, and we are cer-
tain that there would be no real disturbance, much less violence,
done to existing trade conditions in Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Buffalo,
Detroit or Rochester, or any other locality within the district,
through the establishment of a bank at Cleveland. Six hundred
and twenty-four national and six hundred state banks within the
district now carry accounts with Cleveland national banks, besides
two hundred and seventy-nine national and one hundred and
twenty-one state banks beyond the district. About five hundred
banks in the district have designated Cleveland banks as reserve
agents. Cleveland has forty-five per cent. of the total of all "bank
deposits" in all Ohio banks. We have heard directly from two
hundred and thirty-three banks in northern and central Ohio who
name Cleveland as their first choice for the location of the district
bank, as well as twenty banks in southern Ohio, four in south-eastern
Michigan, five in western Pennsylvania, two in New York, and even
seven in Indiana; and we are certain that many other banks in
surrounding states and in southern Ohio would find Cleveland
perfectly acceptable, if not their first choice. To show that our
city has the active good will of business men in its immediate
trade territory, we shall submit to you copies of resolutions from
commercial and trade organizations in thirty-three Ohio cities and
towns, resolutions formally adopted by Clearing House Associations
in some of the cities, and editorials that have appeared in several
Ohio newspapers outside of Cleveland.

We submit these facts and considerations with the conviction
that they establish clearly the desirability of such a district as we
have outlined, with Ohio as its center, and with its Reserve Bank
at Cleveland. Respectfully submitted,

J. J. Sullivan, Chairman, Clearing House Committee
Newton D. Baker, Mayor of Cleveland
Warren S. Hayden, President, The Cleveland Chamber of Commerce
Elbert H. Baker, President, Plain Dealer Publishing Co.
F. H. Goff, President, Cleveland Trust Company

Executive Committee

Representing Committees appointed by
The Cleveland Clearing House Association
The Cleveland Chamber of Commerce
The Cleveland Builders Exchange
The Cleveland Association of Credit Men
The Cleveland Real Estate Board
The Cleveland Advertising Club
The Industrial Association of Cleveland
Cleveland Rotary Club
Lakewood Chamber of Commerce
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District No. 1

EXHIBIT A

SCHEDULE OF FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICTS

(Figures are chiefly from the report of the Comptroller of the

Currency for 1913, supplemented by latest reports of State

Banking Departments of some States.)

All of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode

Island; three counties of eastern Connecticut (Windham, Tolland,

New London) ; the northeastern part of New York, going west as far as

the western boundaries of Wayne, Ontario and Steuben counties,

and southeast as far as the southern boundaries of Delaware, Green

and Columbia counties.

Capital of Reserve Bank at BOSTON $ 12,100,000
Capital and surplus National banks 202,150,000
Deposits National banks . . 811,500,000
Capital and surplus all other banks 215,000,000
Deposits all other banks . . 2,500,000,000

District No. 2 Thirteen counties of New York, including and surrounding

Greater New York, going north as far as the northern boundaries

of Dutchess, Ulster and Sullivan counties; the five western counties

of Connecticut not included in District No. 1; the eleven northern

counties of New Jersey, as far south as the southern boundaries of

Middlesex, Somerset and Hunterdon counties.

District No. 3

Capital of Reserve Bank at NEW YORK $ 19,400,000

Capital and surplus National banks 323,600,000

Deposits National banks . . . . 1,700,000,000

Capital and surplus all other banks 400,000,000

Deposits all other banks . . 3,100,000,000

Forty-two eastern counties of Pennsylvania, as far west as the

eastern boundaries of Potter, Cameron, Clearfield, Cambria and

Somerset counties; all of Delaware; and the ten southern counties of

New Jersey not included in District No. 2.

Capital of Reserve Bank at PHILADELPHIA. $10,300,000

Capital and surplus National Banks. 171,550,000

Deposits National banks . . • 693,100,000

Capital and surplus all other banks . 170,000,000

Deposits all other banks . . 635,000,000
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District No. 4 All of Virginia, Maryland, District of Columbia, North and South
Carolina, and all of West Virginia except the four counties of the
"Panhandle."

Capital of Reserve Bank at RICHMOND . $ 6,400,000
Capital and surplus National banks . . 106,400,000
Deposits National banks . . 395,000,000
Capital and surplus all other banks . 115,000,000
Deposits all other banks . 450,000,000

District No. 5 All of Ohio; the twenty-five western counties of Pennsylvania not
included in District No. 3; the nine counties of western New York
not included in District No. 1; the four counties of the "Panhandle"
of West Virginia (Brook, Hancock, Marshall and Ohio); nineteen
counties of southeastern Michigan, as far as the western boundaries
of Hillsdale, Jackson, Ingham, Shiawassee, Saginaw and Bay counties.

Capital of Reserve Bank at CLEVELAND $ 13,800,000
Capital and surplus National banks 230,360,000
Deposits National banks . . 1,042,000,000
Capital and surplus all other banks 251,300,000
Deposits all other banks . 1,336,000,000

District No. 6

District No. 7

District No. 8

All of Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia, Florida, Alabama and
Mississippi.

Capital of Reserve Bank at ATLANTA $ 6,050,000
Capital and surplus National banks 100,800,000
Deposits National banks . . 312,000,000
Capital and surplus all other banks . 125,000,000
Deposits all other banks . . 360,000,000

All of Illinois, Iowa, Indiana and Wisconsin, and the sixty-five
counties of Michigan not included in District No. 5.

Capital of Reserve Bank at CHICAGO . $ 14,000,000
Capital and surplus National banks .

• 
233,290,000

Deposits National banks . . 1,279,400,000
Capital and surplus all other banks

• 
260,000,000

Deposits all other banks . . 1• ,600,000,000

All of Missouri, Arkansas, Louisiana, Kansas, Nebraska and
Colorado.

Capital of Reserve Bank at ST. LOUIS ▪ $ 8,080,000
Capital and surplus National banks . • 134,700,000
Deposits National banks . . ▪ 695,700,000
Capital and surplus all other banks . ▪ 173,000,000
Deposits all other banks . . ▪ 710,000,000
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District No. 9 All of Texas, Oklahoma and New Mexico.

Capital of Reserve Bank at DALLAS. $ 5,900,000
Capital and surplus National banks . 97,900,000
Deposits National banks . . 336,000,000
Capital and surplus all other banks . 45,000,000
Deposits all other banks . 140,000,000

District No. 10 All of Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana,
Wyoming, Idaho and Washington.

Capital of Reserve bank at MINNEAPOLIS $ 5,300,000
Capital and surplus National banks 87,700,000
Deposits National banks . . 505,200,000
Capital and surplus all other banks 80,000,000
Deposits all other banks 415,000,000

District No. 11 All of California, Oregon, Nevada, Utah and Arizona.

Capital of Reserve Bank at SAN FRANCISCO $ 6,500,000
Capital and surplus National banks . 108,200,000
Deposits National banks . . . . 460,700,000
Capital and surplus all other' banks . 110,000,000
Deposits all other banks . . 725,000,000
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TABLE A

Reserve percentages of the five reserve cities in "District 5", averages of
the five cities, and averages of all reserve cities in the United States,

at dates of Comptroller's Calls, 1911-1913 inclusive.

Date

1911

Cleveland Cincinnati Columbus Detroit Pittsburgh Average
All

Reserve
Cities

Jan. 7 26.60 32.37 22.93 22.97 25.65 26.10 27.11
Mar. 7 29.65 30.97 27.10 28.94 27.21 28.77 28.49
June 7 32.82 28.17 26.19 30.67 26.86 28.94 28.37
Sept. 1 29.66 25.19 25.49 28.69 25.31 26.87 26.97
Dec. 5 26.57 27.82 25.86 27.73 26.37 26.87 26.41

1912

Feb. 20 31.51 29.92 27.58 25.74 27.96 28.54 28.00
Apr. 18 26.44 29.85 25.45 27.30 26.28 27.06 27.30
June 14 29.35 30.41 24.54 29.06 25.18 27.71 27.21

Sept. 4 29.86 27.45 25.56 25.61 27.67 27.23 26.18
Nov. 26 26.54 25.65 23.83 22.62 24.05 24.54 25.32

1913

Feb. 4 30.86 30.59 28.33 25.14 29.54 28.89 26.96
Apr. 4 26.14 30.05 25.44 24.84 24.87 26.27 25.61
June 4 27.35 26.86 25.45 28.33 23.98 26.39 26.33
Aug. 9 28.43 28.45 24.54 29.39 25.91 27.34 26.52
Oct. 21 29.73 26.73 25.26 25.72 26.09 26.71 25.72
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TABLE B

Population

Year Cleveland Rank Cincinnati Rank Pittsburgh Rank

1910 560,663 6 364,463 13 533,905 8
1900 381,768 7 325,902 10 321,616 11
1890 261,353 10 296,908 9 238,617 13
1880 160,146 12 255,139 8 156,389 13
1870 92,829 15 216,239 8 86,076 16
1860 43,417 21 161,044 7 49,221 17
1850 17,034 43 115,435 6 46,601 13

TABLE C

Postal Receipts for Offices Named Below for the Years

1904 to 1913, Inclusive

Year Cleveland Cincinnati Pittsburgh

1904 $1,420,498.00 $1,781,367.81 $1,511,653.48
1905 1,565,305.65 1,947,211.02 1,622,343.16
1906 1,753,588.58 2,083,078.40 1,835,960.01
1907 . 1,943,895.96 2,179,672.94 2,046,951.72
1908 . 1,952,902.11 2,171,128.72 2,017,427.64
1909 . 2,057,907.53 2,298,581.71 2,134,086.78
1910 . 2,300,006.86 2,458,395.58 2,411,111.78
1911 . 2,521,555.67 2,541,586.24 2,634,097.55
1912 2,696,530.34 2,621,186.90 2,922,842.55
1913 3,073,638.38 2,873,070.66 3,136,125.09
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TABLE D

Manufactures Statistics

From U. S. Census 1910

Cleveland Cincinnati Pittsburgh

Capital invested 1899 . $101,243,000 $103,467,000 $211,774,000
1904 . 156,321,000 130,272,000 260,765,000
1909 . 227,397,000 150,254,000 283,139,000

Value of products 1899 . 139,356,000 141,678,000 218,198,000
1904 . 171,924,000 166,059,000 211,259,000
1909 . 271,961,000 194,516,000 243,454,000

TABLE E

Annual Exchanges of the Clearing Houses of

Cleveland, Cincinnati and Pittsburgh

For a Period of Ten Years, Each Ending September 30th

(From Reports of the Comptroller of the Currency)

Year Cleveland Cincinnati Pittsburgh

1903 $ 804,850,901 $1,153,865,500 $2,381,454,231
1904 700,078,208 1,196,854,400 1,997,603,459
1905 754,739,346 1,192,662,600 2,431,366,780
1906 812,973,376 1,291,921,250 2,630,996,408
1907 914,658,049 1,399,770,100 2,761,441,799
1908 766,518,416 1,202,794,250 2,190,479,976
1909 825,246,000 1,326,713,000 2,223,335,000
1910 992,803,000 1,277,997,000 2,604,069,000
1911 1,001,569,000 1,276,279,000 2,539,143,000
1912 1,101,007,000 1,347,123,000 2,687,970,000
1913 1,271,232,000 1,329,668,000 2,951,861,000
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TABLE F

Deposits in all Banks

Cleveland National State Total

1904 $54,997,000 $139,892,000 $194,889,000
1905 56,954,000 162,936,000 219,890,000
1906 60,283,000 172,627,000 232,910,000
1907 58,252,000 173,556,000 231,808,000
1908 65,520,000 162,900,000 228,420,000
1909 67,386,000 180,277,000 247,663,000
1910 69,628,000 187,732,000 257,360,000
1911 72,974,000 205,854,000 278,828,000
1912 78,660,000 214,164,000 292,824,000
1913 84,894,000 229,876,000 314,770,000

Cincinnati

1904 . $61,701,000 $32,689,000 $94,390,000
1905 . 62,400,000 38,410,000 100,810,000
1906 . 63,439,000 42,632,000 106,071,000
1907 . 61,518,000 47,333,000 108,851,000
1908 . 68,673,000 45,331,000 114,004,000
1909 . 68,616,000 48,438,000 117,054,000
1910 . 71,750,000 54,720,000 126,470,000
1911 72,173,000 59,535,000 131,708,000
1912 68,921,000 58,108,000 127,029,000
1913 69,743,000 59,920,000 129,663,000

Pittsburgh

1904 . . $143,204,000 $157,627,000 $300,831,000
1905 . . 162,667,000 157,599,000 320,266,000
1906 . 170,190,000 169,464,000 339,654,000
1907 . 163,851,000 172,930,000 336,781,000
1908 . 169,907,000 165,579,000 335,486,000
1909 . 185,759,000 177,685,000 363,444,000
1910 . 188,827,000 179,955,000 368,782,000
1911 . 201,135,000 191,756,000 392,891,000
1912 . 210,693,000 202,810,000 413,503,000
1913 189,831,000 219,851,000 409,682,000
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CHART I

Reserve percentages of the five reserve cities in "District 5", averages of the five cities,
and averages of all reserve cities in the United States,

(at dates of Comptroller's Calls, 1911-1913 inclusive)
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CHART H
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CHART HI

Postal Receipts for Offices Named Below for the Years
1904 to 1913, Inclusive
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CHART IV

Manufactures tistStaics
From U. S. Census 1910
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CHART V

Annual Exchanges of the Clearing Houses of
Cleveland, Cincinnati and Pittsburgh

For Period of Ten Years Each Ending September 30th
(From Reports of the Comptroller of the Currency)
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CHART VI
Deposits in all Banks—Cleveland, Cincinnati and Pittsburgh
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CHART VII

Deposits in all Banks in the five

largest cities of Ohio
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